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We considerthe positiveion data gatheredby the Voyager Plasma Scienceexperimentin the middle
magnetosphere
of Jupiter. The experimentmeasurespositiveions with energiesper chargebetween 10
and 5950 V. The observationsare analyzedto obtain the massand chargedensities,velocitycomponents,
and temperaturesof the low-energyplasma population. The reduceddata set is discussedin the context
of the outstandingquestionsconcerningthis plasma population and its dynamics.We find that on the
dayside,there existsa transonicto highly supersonicpositiveion populationwhich tendsto move azimuthally but doesnot rigidly corotatewith the planet. Theseionsprovidethe inertia of the magnetospheric
plasmainsideof-•40 R•. The massdensityis everywheredominatedby heavy ions, and the massdensity
gradientis consistentwith outwarddiffusionfrom the Io plasmatorusvia flux tube interchange.The ions
tend to be concentratedin a plasma sheet which is associatedwith the current sheetinferred from the
magneticfield observations.The plasma in the sheetis relatively cool (-•20 eV) in comparisonwith
plasmaat highermagneticlatitudes(•>100eV). In addition to the azimuthalflow pattern,we find a local
time asymmetryin the data which we interpret as flow away from the current sheeton the daysideand
toward the currentsheeton the nightside.This dynamicexpansionand contractionof the plasmasheetis
presumablydriven by the asymmetryin the magnetospheredue to the solar wind interaction.

INTRODUCTION

In 1954, Burke and Franklin [1955] discoveredradio emissionsfrom Jupiter at 22.2 MHz. Subsequently,radio observations at decimetric and decametric wavelengths established
that Jupiterhad a magneticfield, that the field was roughly
dipolaf with a symmetryaxistilted about 10ø with respectto
the rotation axis, and that the surfaceequatorialfield strength
was between 1 and 10 G. The first attemptsto model the Jovian magnetosphere
usedthesemagneticfield parametersin
conjunctionwith extrapolationsof knowledgeof the earth's
magnetosphere
and of the solarwind at 1 AU. Briceand loannidis[1970]estimatedthat the distanceto the subsolarmagne-

topauseat Jupitershouldbe •50 Rj (Jovianradii, 1 Rj is
taken to be 71,372 km in this work). At the same time they

with the magneticdipole equator (that plane passingthrough
the planet, perpendicularto the planetary dipole moment).
Van Allen et al. [1974] also attributed the field distensionto
corotating low-energy plasma, with plasma, field, and highenergy particles all symmetric about the magnetic dipole
equatorial plane.
Direct measurementsof the low-energy positive ions at Jupiter were made by the Pioneer 10 and 11 plasmainstrument
[Frank et al., 1976].This instrumentmeasuredthe energyper
chargespectraof positiveions from 100 to 4.8 kV. Assuming
that the signalwas due to protons,Frank et al. [1976] fit subsonic MaxwellJan distributions to the spectra and extracted
densitiesand temperaturesfor the inner regions of the magnetosphere.These authorsreporteddensitiesfrom 10 to 100

recognized
that the Jovianmagnetosphere
mustbe inherently cm-3 and temperaturesof the order of 100 eV. The Pioneer

observationshave been subsequentlydiscussedin the context
of a plasma consistingof heavy ions from Io by Hill and
Michel [1976],Neugebauerand Eviatar [1976],and Goertzand
Thomsen[ 1979].
In addition to direct measurements of the low-energy
vian magnetosphere,
and the plasmashouldcorotatewith the
plasma
in the inner magnetosphere,
a number of investigators
planet [Davis,1947, 1948].
The first in situ measurementsat Jupiter were made by Pio- tried to deduce by indirect means the propertiesof the more
neer 10 and 11 in 1973and 1974.The moststrikingglobal dis- rarefied plasma in the middle and outer magnetosphere[e.g.,
coverywasthe inflationof the outermagnetosphere
to double Goldstein,1977; Goertz, 1979; Walker et al., 1978]. The thrust
the expectedsize.In addition,Pioneer10 made the unantici- of thesemodelingeffortswasto infer propertiesof the low-enpated discoverythat outsideof 10 Rj a significantlynon- ergy plasma from propertiesof the magneticfield measuredipolafmagneticfieldexistswith radiallydistendedfield lines. ments on Pioneer. Such models produced estimatesof mass
The field distortionswere interpretedas being due to the pres- densitiesand temperaturesin the current sheet,with the varience of an annular current sheet,warped but rotating rigidly ous temperature estimatesranging from •1 keV to much
with the planet.The sheetwaspostulatedto be due to the cen- greaterthan 10 keV. ß
trifugal forces acting on the low-energy magnetospheric Just prior to the Pioneer 10 encounter,Brown and Chaffee
different from that of the earth. In Jupiter's magnetosphere
theseauthorsfound that the plasmapauseand magnetopause
shouldessentiallycoincide.As a result,Jupiter'smagneticflux
tubesshouldremain full of any plasmacreatedwithin the Jo-

plasma[Smithet al., 1974].The energetic
particleexperiments [1974] reported observationsot' neutral sodium associated
measuredregularomnidirectionalflux variationsnear the current sheetdefinedby the magneticfield observations.
The flux

with Io. This observationwas followed by the discoveryof a

partial torusof singlyionizedsulfur associatedwith Io [Kupo
et al., 1976]. These ground-basedobservationssuggestedthe
maxima were much broader in time than the field minima,
and the maxima were best describedby a magnetodisc[Van possibilityof a Jovianplasmapopulationdominatedby heavy
Allen et al., 1974]of quasi-trappedenergeticparticlesaligned ions.They alsounderscoredthe need for a more completeset
of in situ measurementsof the magnetosphericplasma at JuCopyright¸ 1981 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
piter. Observationsmade by the Voyagercomplementof parPaper number 80A1602.
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PLS electron measurementsin the magnetosphereare discussedin a companionpaper [Scudderet al., this issue].Measurementsare made in a set of contiguousvoltage windows
whosewidths, to first order, increaselinearly with voltage.
Two positive ion measurementmodes are available and have
beenusedin our analysis.The low-resolutionmode (L mode)
uses16 voltagewindowswith an energyper chargeresolution
of =29%. The high-resolutionmode (M mode) uses128 voltage windowswith an energy per chargeresolutionof =3.6%.
During the encounter,a completemeasurementin the L mode
takes3.84 s, with consecutiveenergyper chargespectrain the
L mode taken 96 s apart. A completemeasurementin the M

modetakes30.72s; however,
onlycurrents
from72 of the
measurementchannelsare transmittedduring each measurement sequenceof 96 s. To obtain a full M mode spectrumon
the ground,it takestwo sequencetimes,or 192 s. The convention used for our analysisis to form a compositespectrum
every 192 s in which data in channels1-56 (10-400 V) from
one measurementsequenceare combined with data in channels57-128 (400-5950 V) from the subsequentsequence.

-15

Because of the finite field of view of the various sensors the
-3O

direction of the cup normalswith respectto the bulk plasma
motion is of great importancein interpretingthe observations.
EQUATORIAL
PLANE
Except for brief periodsof spacecraftmaneuvers,the space-45
craft attitude is fixed in inertial space.In Figure 1 we showthe
-30
-15
0
15
30
45
Voyager 1 trajectory as projected onto the Jovian rotational
Fig. 1. The Voyager 1 trajectoryprojectedonto the Jovianequatorial plane. The arrow labeled $ is the projectionof the symmetry equatorial plane. In Figure 2 the same type of projection is
axis of the main clusterof Faraday cupsonto the equatorialplane, shownfor Voyager 2. During the encountersthe main sensor
and the arrow labeled D is the projectionof the D cup axis. On the symmetryaxis (denotedby $ in the figures)lay almostin Juinboundleg the A and D cup axesare essentiallyin the Jovianequa- piter'sequatorialplane. On the inbound passesthe sidesensor

torial plane, with the B and C cup axesinclined ,•17 ø southand north
of that plane,respectively.
Tick marksare shownevery 12hours,with
day of year at the beginningof the day. The orbitsof the four Galilean satellitesare also shown.The top panel showsthe responseof
three of the sensorsto a cold, corotatingbeam, as a function of time
alongthe trajectory.Closestapproachis at 4.9 R] (1204 UT on DOY
64, 1979).
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ticle and field experimentshave dramaticallyincreasedour
knowledgeof the characteristics
of thisplasma.In the present
paper we discussthe positiveion measurements
obtainedby
the PlasmaScienceexperimentin the middle magnetosphere
of Jupiter(i.e., from ~ 10 to ~40 Rj).
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The PlasmaScience(PLS) instrumenthasbeendescribedin
1,5--detail [Bridgeet al., 1977],and only salientpointsare summarized here. The experimentconsistsof four modulatedgrid
Faradaycupsand the associated
electronics
package.Threeof
O:
the cupsare arrangedin a symmetricconfigurationto form
the main sensor.The symmetryaxisparallelsthat of the highgainantenna,whichis lockedon the earthexceptfor shortin-15
tervalsduring somespacecraftmaneuvers.The normalsof the
main sensorFaradaycups(A, B, and C cups)are tilted at 20ø
I
to the symmetryaxis and equally spaced 120ø in azimuth
-30
about it. The side sensor(D cup) normal is tilted 90ø to the
SPACECRAFT
TRAJECTORY
PROJECTED
INTO JOVIAN
symmetryaxis and located 167ø in azimuthfrom the A cup
EQUATORIAL
PLANE
normal. Looking into the cups,A, B, and C are labeled in a
- 30
- 15
0
15
30
45
clockwisesense.In what follows,we shallusethe termscup
axis,cup normal,and cup look directioninterchangeably.
Fig. 2. The Voyager2 trajectoryand instrumentresponse,
in the
All four Faradaycupsmeasureelectriccurrentsfrom posi- sameformat as that usedfor Figure 1. Closestapproachis at 10.1 Rj
tive ionsin the energyper chargerangeof 10-5950V. In addi- (2230 UT on DOY 190, 1979).
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normal (denotedby D in the figures)also lay almost in the
sameplane. Pastperiapsisthe spacecraftwere rolled about the
high-gainantennaaxisto acquireArcturuswith the Canopus
star tracker. In this orientationthe normal of the D cup
pointednorthwardof the equatorialplane.
It is qualitativelyobviousfrom the trajectoryplotsthat during the inboundapproachto the planet a supersonicplasma
flowingazimuthallywould be detectedprimarily by the side
sensorand not by the main sensor.As the spacecraftis accelerated around Jupiter, suchazimuthal flow would be detected
by the main sensorcupsnear closestapproachand then lostto
the instrumentemirely on the outboundtrajectory.Theseremarkscan be madequantitativeby consideringthe sensorresponsesto a cold rotating beam. The responsefunction of a
given sensoris essentiallythat fraction of a cold beam incident on the aperturewhich would be measuredat the collector (normalizedto unity at normal incidence).In Figures 1
and 2 we showthe response
of the A, C, and D cupsto a cold,
rigidly corotatingbeam, includingaberrationdue to spacecraft motion.The responseof the B cup closelyparallelsthat
of the C cup and is not shown.The B and C cup normalsare
near-mirrorimagesin the Jovianequatorialplane,pointingto
the southand to the north of that plane,respectively,until the
changeof referencestarto Arcturus.Althoughthe Voyager 1
and 2 responsecurvesare qualitativelythe same,the D cup
responsefor Voyager 2 falls off earlier prior to closestapproach,and the A cup responsefor Voyager2 is appreciable
for a longertime around closestapproach.
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makesthe data analysisdifficult.In termsof massdensity,the
dominantionic speciesin the middle magnetosphere
are O2+,

S3+,O+, and S2+,and perhapsS+. A Faradaycup is an electrostaticdeviceand thus measuresthe energyper chargedistribution of the positiveions. For a plasmaconsistingof cold
ions with a commonvelocity,the variousionic specieswill be
separatedin energy per charge according to their mass to
charge ratios. A cold ionic specieswith massnumber A and
chargenumber Z* will appearat an energyper chargeof A/
Z* timesthe energyper chargeof H +. Thus 0 2+will appeara
factorof 8 aboveH + in energyper charge,S3+a factorof 1•
aboveH +, O+ and S2+a factor of 16 aboveH +, and S+ a factor
of 32 above H +. We obtain maximum

information

from the

Faraday cup measurements
when the ions are sufficientlycold
to allow the resolutionof thesevariouspeaksin A/Z* (i.e.,
•>Mach6 for the heavyion peaksat 8, 1•, and 16 and .->Mach
2 for the separationof the H + peak from the heavy ions (see
Appendix A)). Figure 3 is one of our bestexamplesof a cold
M mode spectrumwith excellent speciesresolution.Peaks at
valuesof A/Z* of 1, 8, 1•, and 16 are clearly evident.For
such spectrawe can obtain from our least squaresfits estimates of the densities,thermal speeds,and velocity componentsfor each species.Appendix B givesexamplesof such
fits.

Unfortunately,the well-resolvedM mode spectrumin Figure 3 is the exceptionrather than the rule. Such cold spectra
usually occur in the high-density regions associatedwith
plasma sheet crossings.More usually, the heavy ion species
are warm enoughthat we loseresolutionin the variouspeaks
AN OVERVIEW OF THE DATA ANALYSIS
in A/Z* but not sowarm that the energyper chargeresolution
The analysisof positiveion data in the middle magnet- betweenthe H + peak and the heavierpeaksis lost.In practice,
osphereis a complicatedprocess,and we relegatemostof the this meansthat when the plasma is warmer, it is much more
detailsof that processto AppendicesA and B. A few general difficultto determinethe densities,thermal speeds,and veloccommentsare in order. The electriccurrentsmeasuredby a ity componentsof the heavier ions. In principle, we can still
Faradaycup are velocityspaceintegralsof the productof the derive an accuratevalue of the velocitycomponentfrom the
ion distributionfunction,the componentof ion velocity into H + peak. Unfortunately, becauseof the constant AE/E enthe cup, and the responsefunctionof the sensor.Our present ergy width of the instrument measurementchannelsthe endata analysisprocedureis limited to thosesituationsin which ergy per chargewindowsof the M mode are very narrow at
we can sensiblyassumethat the responsefunction is near
unity overthe regionof velocityspacein whichf(v) is appreVOYAGER I INBOUND 19.8R
ciable.On the inboundtrajectoriesthis assumptionis usually
1979
63 1537:35.085
goodfor at leastoneof the four VoyagerPLS sensors
(for exI0 -7
ample,the D cup in the middle magnetosphere).
For that sensorwe can obtain a simpleanalyticrelation betweenthe measured currents and the plasma parameters describing the
positiveion distributionfunctions,e.g., composition,density,
temperature,and (in the caseof a single sensor)that componentof velocityalongthe sensorlook direction(seeAppendix A). With suchan analyticrelation,leastsquaresdetermination of the plasma parametersfrom the measuredcurrents
_o10-9
is straightforward,althoughcomplicatedby the fact that the
Jovian magnetosphericplasma consistsof an admixture of
i
many ionic species.All of the quantitativeplasmaparameters
COROTATI NG
in the presentpaper are basedon single-sensoranalysis.In
S2+
particular,we will obtainquantitativevelocityestimatesonly
I0-10
L • .• , I
I
I
0
1500
3000
4500
6000
for that componentof velocity along the sensornormal.
ENERGY/ CHARGE
(VOLTS)
At the outsetwe emphasizethat our main interestis in the
fluid parametersof the plasma--that is, total massdensities,
Fig. 3. A high-resolution
M modemeasurement
of the positive
pressures,and velocity components.We are not primarily ion distribution function at 19.8 R•, from the D sensor.A least
fit to the8, 10], and 16peaksyieldsa commonvelocitycomconcernedhere with the detailedcompositionof the plasma squares
(seeBagenaland Sullivan[this issue]and Appendix B for de- ponentof 195km/s into the D sensor,and thisvelocityis usedto
draw the variousarrowsin the figure.The velocitycomponent
extails of the composition).However,it is preciselythe multi- pectedon the basisof rigid corotationis 238 km/s. The energyper
speciescompositionof the Jovian magnetospherewhich chargeof an S2+ ion movingat thisspeedis alsoindicated.
I--o

z
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Z
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low energies,where the H + peak is located. As a result, outside of ~ 15 Rj the signal-to-noiseratio is sufficientlypoor in
the M mode that the H + peak is usuallyin the noise,although
the heavier species,at higher energiesand thus wider energy
per chargewindows,are still well abovenoise.They are usually unresolved,however, and without the H + peak it is impossibleto separateout in a quantitative fashion the various
A/Z* valueswhich comprisethe unresolvedheavy peaks.
The low-resolutionL mode, with its much wider energyper
charge windows, turns out to be invaluable in this respect.
Figure 4 is an exampleof an L mode spectrumtakenjust after
the M mode spectrumof Figure 3. The wider channel widths
at the lower energiesimprove the signal-to-noiseratio, and
frequentlythroughoutthe middle magnetosphere
the H + peak
is well above noise and well separatedfrom the heavy peak.
In such a situation we can obtain an estimate of the H + veloc-

ity componentinto the sensorand thereby a reasonableestimate of the massdensityof the unresolvedheavy peaks.From
our fits we can also derive a quantitative temperatureestimate
from the H + peak, which we find is a good index to the temperature of the heavier ions (Appendix B). Thus although the
H + ion will turn out to be negligiblein terms of the overall
magnetosphericdynamics, its presenceis important in our
analysis, becauseit is well separatedin energy per charge
from all other major ions in the Jovian magnetosphere.However, even in the L mode the H + peak is frequently not distinct enough for quantitative analysis. For L mode spectra
with no distinctproton peak we can obtain little quantitative
information other than an estimateof the total chargedensity
of positive ions (see below). However, we will draw many
qualitativeconclusionsfrom suchspectra.

MAGNETOSPHERE

we presenthere. At present,we cannot quantitatively include
in our analysisdata from sensorswhosenormals are signifi-

cantlyoblique
totheflow,althoug
h wehopetoanalyze
such
data in the future. In •particular, we frequently have sub-

stantialsignalsin theseSoblique
sensors,
and thereis a large
amount of information to be gained from the analysisof these
data. To illustrate this point, we will later take advantageof
the symmetrypropertiesof the B and C sensorswith respectto
the Jovian equatorial plane to obtain somequalitative results
about the plasma velocity componentperpendicularto that
plane.
PLASMA

OBSERVATIONS

IN THE MIDDLE

MAGNETOSPHERE
Azimuthal

Flow

Bridgeet al. [1979a,b] report that the low-energyplasmain
the Jovian magnetospheretendsto move azimuthally about
Jupiter. This statement is based on the observationthat the
relative magnitudesof the positive ion fluxes in the different
sensorsduring the encounterscorrespondqualitatively to
thoseexpectedfor a cold corotatingbeam (Figures1 and 2).
For example,in the Voyager 2 encounter,the fluxesin the D
cup were larger than those in the main sensorsuntil ~0600
UT on DOY 190(day of year 190;January 1 is DOY 1), 1979,
but thereafterthey declinedin magnitudecomparedto those
in the B and C sensors.Near closestapproach,the relative
fluxesin the main sensorsvaried roughly in the manner one
would predict on the basisof Figure 2, with the fluxesin the B
and C cupscomingup earlier than thosein the A cup and the
A cup fluxesdeclininglater.
As a final comment, we note that to obtain all three comAn exampleof this behavioris shownin Figure 5. This is a
ponentsof the plasmavelocity,we must useinformation from positiveion spectrumin the L mode obtainedby Voyager 2
at leastthree sensors.In the daysidemiddle magnetosphere, on DOY 189 at 2250 UT, when the spacecraftwas 20 Rj from
all sensorsexcept the D sensorare usually significantly Jupiter.Rigidly corotatingflow at this distancewould appear
oblique to the flow. Thus vector velocitiescan only be ob- at a speedof 240 km/s, with the aberratedflow velocityat antained usingan analysisbasedon the responsefor ionswhich glesof 95ø, 69ø, 64ø, and 19ø to the A, B, C, and D cup axes,
arrive at large anglesto the detectornormals. The numerical respectively(0ø is directly into the cup). Thus we would exmethodsrequiredfor a multisensoranalysisusingthe full re- pect to seecorotatingH + (02+) at an energyper chargeof
sponseare well understoodin principle,but they are much •300 V (~2400 V) in the D cup and at an energyper charge
more complexto implementthan the single-sensor
analysis of ~75 V (~600 V) in the B and C cups. The positive ion
spectrain the B, C, and D cupsin Figure 5 are consistentwith
the unresolvedpresenceof H + plus heavy ions at roughly
theseenergies.The low-energyshoulderin the D cup is probVOYAGERI INBOUND19.8 Rj
1979
6:3 15:38,:36.524
ably H +, with the higher-energypeak due to heavy ions. In
i0-7
, , ,
the B and C cupsthe H + shoulderdisappearsbecauseof pro•
PROTONS
HEAVY
IONS
jection effects, and the heavy ion peak moves to lower
energiesand also lower fluxesbecauseof the cup response.
For a cold beam the A cup shouldshowno responseat this
time, and thusthe fluxesin the A cup must be due to the finite
thermal spread of the beam. We note that the energy per
chargelimit of 5950 V for the PLS observationsrefersto normal incidence.For obliqueincidencethe detectorsrespondto
muchhigherenergies,albeit at a reducedlevel. For example,
in the presentcasea corotatingion with an energyper charge
of 30 kV would not appearat all in the D cup spectrabut
would appearin the highestchannelof spectrain the B and C
cups.There may be someindicationin Figure 5 of very heavy
I0-1ø/ i , i I , , , I , , , I
ionic speciesin the B and C cup spectraat higherenergiesper
0
1500
3000
4500
60•
ENERGY/
CHARGE
(VOLTS)
charge(e.g., at massto chargeratiosof 32, 64, or higher [see
Fig. 4. A low-resolutionL mode measurementof the positiveion Sullivanand Bagenal,1979]).Suchsignalsmay alsobe due to
by Krimigis
distributionfunctionat 19.8/•j, from the D sensor.This spectrumwas a very hot componentof the plasma,as discussed
taken just after the M mode spectrumshownin Figure 3.
et al. [1979] (seealso Belcheret al. [1980]).
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Fig.5. Thefluxdensity
of positive
ioncharge,
in unitsof protoncharges
persquare
centimeter
persecond,
versus
energy
per chargefor an L modemeasurementfrom Voyager2.

Qualitatively, it is clear from thesespectrathat at this distancethe positiveions are reasonablysupersonicand moving
azimuthallyto first order (radial and verticalmotionsalsooccur, aswe discussbelow, althoughin generaltheseare secondordereffects).This generalpatternholdsthroughoutboth the
Voyager 1 and the Voyager 2 encounters.For future reference,we note that the equal flux levelsin the B and C sensors
in Figure 5 suggestthat the vectorvelocityis more or lessin
the Jovian equatorial plane at this time, since the B and C
sensorsare symmetricallyoriented south and north with respectto that plane.
The ChargeDensityof PositiveIons

The D cup spectrumin Figure 5 is representativeof--70%
or more of the L mode spectraobtainedduring the Voyager 1
encounter.As we discussin subsequentsections,the remaining 30%of the L mode spectrafrom Voyager 1 displaya distinct separationbetweenH + and the heavy ions and can be
analyzedin somedepth for temperatures,massdensities,and
velocity components.In contrast,the only quantitative parameter that we can derive from spectrasuchas those shown
in Figure 5 is the total chargedensityof positiveions in the
PLS energyper chargerange.For example,the total flux densityof positiveion chargein the D cupspectrumof Figure5 is
1.1 X 107proton chargesper squarecentimeterper second.
This flux density is the product of the total positive charge
density in this range, N+, times the (common) ion velocity
componentin the cup, V, (seeequation(15) of Appendix A).

ager 2 the D cup before •0630 UT on DOY 190, the C cup
between •0630 and •2030 UT, etc.). For our estimateof F•
we assumethat the plasma rigidly corotateswith the planet
inside of 17.5 Rj, and we take F• to be the appropriate componentof corotationalvelocity(compensated
for the effectsof
spacecraft
motion).Outsideof 17.5Rj the D cup is alwaysthe
cup with maximum responseto corotation,and here we assumethat F• is constantat 200 km/s. This velocity model is in
reasonableagreementwith the resultswe will obtain below
from our fit procedures.
The values of 3/+ so obtained are shown as a function of

time in Figure 6 for Voyager 1. We also indicate in this figure
the radial distanceof the spacecraftfrom the planet and the
distance of the spacecraft above the magnetic equatorial
plane. In order to easilycomparevariationsin plasmaproperties from the inner to the middle magnetospherewe show in
Figure 6 data from 4.9 to -•40 R•. The chargedensityis everywhere derived from the analysis describedabove. The mass
densityis from the fits describedbelow outsideof-• 10 Rj and

from the fitsof Bagenaland Sullivan[thisissue]insideof -• 10

The chargedensityprofile for Voyager I is, of course,dominated by the Io plasmatoms, as discussed
in detail by Bagenal
and Sullivan[this issue].The densitydecreasesrapidly as we
move into the middle magnetosphere.Globally, the charge
density in the middle magnetosphereshowstwo local increasesevery Jovian rotation period (9 hours 55 min) except
for the increasescenteredat the beginningof DOY 64. The local maxima are located near crossingsof the magnetic dipole
Thus if we assumethat V• is 200 km/s at this time, N+ must equatorialplane. This is in agreementwith the magnetodisc
be 0.54 proton chargesper cubic centimeter.Given an esti- interpretationof the Pioneerfield and particledata. However,
mate of V•, we can transform total flux density measurements the decreasesin magneticfield magnitude [Nesset al., 1979a]
and increasesin plasma density do not always coincide.
to estimatesof N+ with no assumptionsas to composition.
We now proceedto display the flux density measurements Hence the term 'magnetodisc'as originallyemployed[Fan Alfrom Voyager 1 and 2 in this form. We showthe numberden- len et al., 1974]is not fully descriptiveof the plasma data. To
sity calculatedfrom measuredflux densitiesin the sensorwith be precisein our terminology,we will speak of the 'current
the greatestresponseto a cold corotatingbeam (i.e., for Voy- sheet' in referenceto the magnetodiscsignaturein the mag-
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range.At 300km/s, however,it is abovethe PLS energyrange
at 7516 V. Thus if the ionsin an unresolvedD cup spectrum
at -•30 R• are actually moving at 300 km/s insteadof our assumed200 km/s, the measuredflux densitywill be low becausethe 16 peak is abovethe PLS range.However, we tend

to compensate
for this by dividingthe measuredflux density
by the (hypothetically)low value for Vnof 200 km/s. Thus the
cumulativeerror in N+ is probably no more than a factor of 2
in the rangefrom 20 to 40 R> Inside of 20 R• the error should
be lessthan 20-30% and shouldbe decreasingwith distance,
sincethe velocitiesare morenearlycorotationalandthe major
ionic speciesare insideof the PLS energyper chargerange.
The PLS electronmeasurements
offerindependentsupport
for this determination of N+. Estimates of the electron den-
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sitiesagreewith the ion chargedensitiesin Figures6 and 7 at
a 30% level over a range of densitiesfrom 3 x 10-2 cm-3 to
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sitiesbelow 3 x 10-2 cm-•, our estimatesof N+ tend to be
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preferentially
higherthan the electrondensityestimates.The
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positiveion measurements
at theselow densitiesmay be afFig. 6. Estimatesof the total massand chargedensitiesof positive fected by electronleakage.This effectis most seriouswhen a
ions,in unitsof amupercm3 andprotonchargeper cm3, respectively, substantialfractionof the electronpopulationis abovethe 90for the Voyager I encounter.The top panel showsthe distanceof the V suppressor
voltageof the positiveion mode[Olbert,1968].
spacecraftfrom the magneticdipole equatorialplane, and arrowsin
This
fraction
of
the electronpopulationis modulatedto some
the bottom panel indicate the crossingsof this plane.
extent,producingan ac signalwhich addsto the positiveion
signal. Becausethe electronsin low-densityregionsof the
netic field data and of the 'plasma sheet' in reference to the magnetosphereare hot, with characteristictemperaturesof
keV, the leakageeffectis potentiallymore seriousin suchresignaturein the Plasma Scienceexperiment data.
by Scudderet al. [this
The Voyager 2 data are displayed in a similar manner in gions.At higherdensities,as discussed
Figure 7. The plasma sheetcrossingsdo not showthe regular issue],the electronpopulation is increasinglydominated in
temperatures
structureseen in the Voyager 1 data. Pronouncedcrossings numberby a cold componentwith characteristic
are centered at 2230 UT on DOY

188, at 0130 UT on DOY

of 100 eV and less, and the fraction of electrons above 90 V is

189, and also at 1200 UT on DOY 189. The abrupt crossings correspondingly
decreased.Preliminaryestimatesof this leakat 2100 UT on DOY 190 and at 0930 UT on DOY 191 are
ageeffectbasedon the observedelectronspectraindicatethat
also clearly defined,unlike the densityenhancementcentered leakagemay affectthe positiveion densitiesat the 10-2 cm-•
at 2230 UT on DOY 189. The Ganymede wake phenomenon level(S. Olbert,privatecommunication,
1980).At higherdenis readily apparent from 0400 to 1200 UT on DOY 190 sitiesthe coolerelectronpopulati6nhaslittle effecton the pos[Bridgeet al., 1979b;Burlaga et al., 1980]and tendsto obscure itive ion measurements.
any regular densityincreasesin this region.
For Voyager 2 we show in Figure 8 a comparisonof the
In termsof systematicerrorsthe estimatesof N+ in Figures electronand positiveion chargedensitiesbetween10.1and 22
6 and 7 will (1) underestimatethe density for supersonic
plasmas,with an error which goesas the inversesquareof
DISTANCE(Rj)
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the Mach number, (2) underestimatethe densitybecausewe
assumeunit responsewhen, in fact, the responseis sometimes
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significantlylessthan unity (in particular,on DOY 64 near
0430 UT for Voyager 1 and on DOY 190 near 0630 UT for

Voyager2, when corotatingflow is movingout of the field
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of view of the D sensor and into the field of view of the C

sensor)(3) underestimatethe density at large distancesbecauseof thoseheavyionswhichfall outsideof the PLS energy
range (e.g., S+ at 200 km/s has as an energy per charge of
6681 V) (4) overestimate the density if we have underestimated the velocity V, outside of 17.5 R> Errors due to
point 1 are at the 10-20% level for Mach numbers of 2-3,
which appear to be a reasonablelower limit for the Mach
numbersof the heavy ions. Errors due to point 2 are larger
than this at times but can be qualitativelyestimatedfrom the
cold responses
given in Figures 1 and 2. Errors due to points3
and 4 are harder to estimate,but they tend to compensatefor
each other. For example, the major contributorsto N+ in the

middlemagnetosphere
have massto chargeratiosof 8, 10•,
and 16. An ion with a massto changeratio of 16 moving at
200 km/s has an energyper chargeof 3340 V, within the PLS
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Fig. 8. A comparisonof the PLS electron(N_) and positiveion (N+)
chargedensitiesfrom 10 to 22 R• on Voyager 2.

ions between6 and 66 keV, chargeneutrality requiresthat at
leastone of theseestimatesof chargedensitybe in error by a
factor of order unity.
In defenseof the PLS determinationof N+ we emphasize
that we have made no assumptionsas to chargestate or composition.The PLS determinationis basedon a direct measure
of the total chargeflux densityof positiveions in the energy
per chargerangeof the instrument.If the plasmaflowssupersonicallyinto a given sensor,the chargedensityof ions in the
PLS energy range can be obtained by dividing this flux density by the common ion velocity componentinto the sensor
(the A cup in the caseof Voyager 2 at the beginningof DOY
191). Examination of the positiveion spectrain the A cup at
thistime showsthe plausiblepresenceof 02% S3+,S2+or O+,
and S+ moving supersonically(Mach numbersof-4) and appearingnear the energiesper chargeexpectedfor rigid corotation. Our estimate of V,, assumingrigid corotation, is a reasonable one at -10 Rj. In terms of absolute calibration we

R•. With the exceptionof the Ganymedewake regionand the
plasmasheetcrossingat 2100UT on DOY 190,the agreement
betweenthe positiveand negativechargedensitiesis at worst
at the 30%level and at best(near closestapproach)at the 10%
level. It is hard to evaluate the significanceof the larger disagreements
in the Ganymedewake regionbecauseof severe
time aliasing problems,with variations in the density estimatesby as much as a factor of 100within 96 s. In the cold,
high-densityregionnear 2100 UT on DOY 190 the electron
analysisis complicatedby the presenceof a negativespacecraft potentialof order 10 V, which leadsto an underestimate
of N_. A similarproblemin the interpretationof the electron
data is encounteredin the dense,cold plasmaof the Io torus
on Voyager 1, as discussed
by Scudderet al. [thisissue].Outsideof theseregionsthe goodagreementin the total negative
and positivechargedensitiessupportsthe validity of both determinations.It is worth noting that theseestimatesof the total chargedensitywere obtainedindependentlyby two different data analysisgroupswith no subsequentadjustmentof
either data set to improve the agreementshownin Figure 8.
The scatterin Figure 8 is not due to random errors in the
analysis.As will becomemore apparentbelow,the scatterreflectsactual changesin the densityby substantialpercentages
on time scalesof 96 s and less.Thus the comparisonbetween
electronand positiveion densitiesis complicatedby the fact
that these observations are taken at different times in the 96 s

measurementcycle.

note that the PLS total positiveion densitiesin the Io torus
showexcellentagreementwith the planetary radio astronomy
(PRA) determinations[Bagenaland Sullivan,this issue].For
example,near 0925 UT on DOY 64 the PRA determinationof

N_ is •3520 cm-3 [Warwicket al., 1979];the PLS determination from an M mode spectrumat 0925 UT, using the above

technique,is 3300 cm-3. This is only one of many checksof
the accuracyof the PLS calibration.Overall, we estimatethat
our determinationof the Voyager 2 ion chargedensitiesnear
closestapproach(in the PLS energy range) is in error by no
more than 15%.The majority of the positiveion charge density which balancesthe electroncharge density lies below 6
kV at this time.
Global Plasma Parameters

From

Least SquaresFits

Although the positiveion chargedensityis of great interest,
other quantities(such as the massdensity and ion temperature) are of more importancein determiningmagnetospheric
dynamics.We can only obtain informationabout suchquantities from least squaresfits to resolvedion spectra.The great
variability of the data with respectto temperature,composition, and signal-to-noiseratio precludesfitting all dayside
middle magntospheredata with the samelevel of confidence.
The greatestinformation content is in the resolved M mode
spectra,which give the most reliable estimatesof the plasma
parameters.In order to obtain the best velocity component

values we have included in our global study only those M
mode spectrawith at least two clearly resolvedpeaks in the
heavy ions (usually 10] and 16). We searchedthrough both
the Voyager 1 and the Voyager 2 M mode data setsand found
62 suchspectrafrom the former and only 2 from the latter. In
the M mode, noisetendsto obscurethe H + signal,so we only
fit to the three heavy ion speciesin thosespectraselectedfor
electron
density.
For example,
consider
the Voyager2 en- analysis.The three speciesare assumedto be O•+, S3+, and
counternear closestapproach.Crurnettet al. [this issue]quote O+; to be comoving;and to have independenttemperatures.
an electrondensitydeterminedfrom upper hybrid resonance
To extendthis limited data base,we have alsovisuallyexemissionsof 29-52 cm-3 at 0010 UT on DOY 191, near 10 R•. amined all L mode spectraobtained in the encounters,selectThe electrondensitydeterminedby PLS at this time is •39
ing only thosespectrawith a well-definedH + peak and a wellcm-3 [Scudderet al., this issue].The positiveion chargeden- definedheavyion peak (i.e., as in Figure4). From the Voysitydeterminedby the LECP experimentfor oxygenionswith ager 1 encounterwe selected573 L modespectrafor analysis,
energies
greaterthan66 keY, assuming
02+, is •32 cm-3 [Kri- This representsabout 30% of the data taken betweenthe last
migiset al., this issue].The positiveion chargedensitydeter- inbound magnetopausecrossing at 0235 UT on DOY 62
mined by PLS for ionswith energiesper chargebelow 6 kV is [Bridgeet al., 1979a]and the time at which the proton signal

Finally, we note that thereis an embarrassment
of richesin
termsof the positiveion chargedensityduring the Voyager 2
encounter.A comparisonof the chargedensitiesin Figure 7
with thosedeterminedby the low-energychargedparticleexperiment(LECP) aspresentedby Crurnett
et al. [thisissue],assumingdoublyionizedoxygen,demonstrates
that both experiments frequently account for almost all of the available
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droppedbelow our energyper chargescanrange at •0430 UT
on DOY 64. The protonsdrop out becauseof the decreasein
the relative speedbetweenthe spacecraftand the plasma near
closestapproach.Using the samecriteria as for the Voyager 1
L mode data, we selected 161 Voyager 2 L mode spectra for
analysis.The smaller number of spectraas comparedto the
number selectedfrom the Voyager 1 data set reflectsthe fact
that during the Voyager 2 encounterthe effectiveMach numbers of the various plasma constituentswere lower. As a result, fewer spectraare resolvedinto the H + and heavy ion
peaks,a resolutionwhich we require for our quantitativeanalysis.We can draw somequalitative conclusionsabout upper
limits to the temperature for the unresolvedL mode spectra

(i.e., as in Figure 5), but we defer this discussion
until after
presentationof the quantitativeresults.On the basisof the fits
to the L mode data discussedin Appendix B (and many other
examplesgiven by McNutt [1980]) we chooseto fit H +, S3+,
and O+ to the L mode spectraselectedfor analysis,with S3+
and O + constrainedto have the same temperature.The H +
temperature is an independent fit parameter, and all species
are assumedto be comoving. Other schemesare possible,but
this selectionseemsto give the most consistentand error-free

MAGNETOSPHERE

pleteness,the Voyager 1 plot containsmassdensity determinations inside of 10 R• from the fits of Bagenal and Sullivan
[this issue].Comparisonwith the chargedensitycurve in the
Voyager 1 figure showsthat the spectraexcludedfrom the
analysistend to lie away from crossingsof the plasma sheet.
This is consistentwith plasma in the sheetbeing more dense
and cooler(seebelow),resultingin spectrawith lessnoiseand
better speciesresolution. The situation is less clear on the
Voyager2 pass,wherethe plasmasheetcrossings
are lesswell
defined.

The velocitycomponentsas determinedfrom the Voyager 1
M mode and L mode analysesare shownin Figure 9. We give
the componentsobtained from the L mode and the M mode
analysisseparatelyboth to showthe respectivecoveragesand
becausethe M mode determinations of •/rn are more accurate.
These data are shown for the same time period as that used in

the density plot (Figure 6). Radial distancefrom Jupiter is
shown at the top. We have also plotted the velocity component which would be measuredin the side sensorif the
plasmawere rigidly corotatingwith the planet. In general,the
velocity componentlagsthe corotationvalue, with the lag increasingwith increasingradial distance[McNutt et al., 1979].

results.

Where

We have applied our nonlinear least squaresfit analysisto
theseselectedVoyager 1 and Voyager 2 spectrato obtain valuesof the massdensity,bulk velocitycomponentinto the side
sensor,and temperature of the plasma in the dayside middle
magnetosphere.The massdensitiesso derived, normalized to

analysesare available, it can be seen that these are in good
agreement and show the trend to constant velocity componentsoutsideof •20 R•. This is the basisfor our velocity
model usedin computingthe chargedensitycurvesof Figures

the results from both the L mode and the M mode

6 and 7.

the protonmass(i.e., essentiallyin amu cm-•), from both the

Prior to the Voyager 1 encounter,there was no expectation
L and the M mode, are shown by the crossesin Figure 6 for that the magnetosphericflow would deviate from rigid corotaVoyager 1 and in Figure 7 for Voyager 2. We emphasizethat tion as close to Jupiter as • 10 R•. We have been extremely
even though there is an intrinsic ambiguity in the species conservativein our selectionof spectrafor quantitativeanalyidentificationfor a givenA/Z* peak (i.e., is the 16peak S2+or sis, at least in part, to establishunequivocally this departure
O+?), the total mass and charge density determinationsare from corotation. Our best estimates of Vn are from fits to the
unaffectedby that ambiguity (see Appendix A). For corn- resolvedM mode spectrasuchas thosegiven in Figure 3. The
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mode. The upper limit on the error in V, due to spacecraftpo-

tential never exceeds• of a thermal width and is usually

much lower. Thus we can quantitatively eliminate spacecraft
•
RIGIDCOROTATION
chargingas an explanation for the observeddeparturesfrom
,,
•
[] VELOCITY ERROR DUE TO
•_ i0 i
ß
•
SPACECRAFT
CHARGING
corotation on Voyager 1.
The velocity componentresultsfrom Voyager 2 show similar departuresfrom corotation.We forego the display of the
Voyager 2 velocity resultsuntil the discussionsectionbelow,
=10•
wherewe presentthem in a more usefulformat. The coverage
o
from both Voyager spacecraftsuggeststhat the lack of rigid
rotation may be a permanent characteristic of the middle
magnetosphereon the dayside.
The temperaturesfound from the L mode analysis of H +
for the Voyager 1 and 2 data are shownin Figures 11 and 12.
These figuresalsocontain the O+ temperaturedeterminations
SPACECRAFT
EVENT
TIME VOYAGER
from the M mode spectra(theseare generally comparable to
Fig. 10. The trianglesindicatethe deviationfrom rigid corotation the H + temperatures).The time periodsare the same as those
in the M mode as measuredin thermal widths of the 16 peak. In the used in the density graphs. For reference,we have used arß' DEVIATION

FROM

_

sameunits,the squaresshowupperlimits for the error in the velocity
estimatesdue to spacecraftcharging.

formal error in thesefits is alwayssmall (e.g., lessthan 1 km/s
for the fit to the heavy ions in the spectrumin Figure 3). Formal errors are open to interpretation, however. Instead of
quotingsucherrors,we prefer to measurethe deviationfrom
corotation for the M modes shown in Figure 9 in units of the
thermal width of the O+ peak. For example, the O+ peak in
Figure 3 has a fit thermal width of 11 km/s. The fit value of
V, is 195km/s ascomparedto an expectedvalue of 238 km/s.
Thus the O + peak in Figure 3 is 3.9 thermal widths below the
expectedcorotationspeed.It shouldbe obviousthat our determination of V, is accurate to some fraction of a thermal

width (see also Belcher et al. [1980]) and that therefore the
heavy ions in Figure 3 are not rigidly corotating.This dimensionlessmeasureof the deviation from corotationis shownby
the triangles in Figure 10 for the other M mode determina-

tionsof V,. The valuesrangefrom • of a thermalwidth away
from rigid corotationnear 1800 UT on DOY 63 to more than
20 thermal widths away near 1030 UT on DOY 62.
We also obtain an upper limit for the error in the M mode
determinationsof V, due to possiblecharging of the spacecraft. We can estimate the spacecraftpotential and its effect
on V, as follows. Assumethat the spacecrafthas acquired a

rowsto indicatethe locationof the crossings
of the magnetic
dipole equatorial plane. These are also given in the density
curves(Figures6 and 7). In both casesthe temperatureof the
resolvedproton componentis •<200 eV. The Voyager 1 curve
showslarge local variations,with the temperaturedecreasing
in the plasmasheetcrossings.
This variation is not so apparent
in the Voyager 2 data. Also, the temperaturetendsto increase
slightly with increasingradial distance.
We find that for the Voyager 1 encounter,the resolved M
mode spectra generally occur in the regions where the H +
temperatures,as found from the L mode spectra,show decreases(i.e., in the plasmasheet).This is in keepingwith the
fact that the individual heavy ions are only resolvedat large
sonic Mach numbers. The absenceof decreasesin the Voyager 2 temperatureprofile for H + is consistentwith the general absenceof resolved M mode spectra in the Voyager 2
data set.Comparingthe densityprofiles(Figures6 and 7) and
the temperatureprofiles (Figures 11 and 12), it appearsthat
during the inbound passof Voyager 1, large thermal gradients
existed acrossthe plasma sheet,with the low-energy plasma
being cooler and much more denseinside the sheetthan outside.The Voyager 2 observationsshowfewer crossingsof this
nature, especiallybetween •12 and •25 R•. However, there
are two plasma sheetcrossingson Voyager 2 which do exhibit
pronounced temperature/density correlations (DOY 190 at

potential•b../c.
Supposethat an ionic speciesof massto charge
A•/Zi* appearsat a measuredPLS voltage •i, corresponding
to an apparentvelocity V,,, even though in the plasma its true
velocity is U,. Then, clearly,
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wheremr is the protonmassand e is the protoncharge.If
is measuredfor two different speciesand Un is assumedto be
the samefor both, then we can solvefor •,.,/•and the true velocity Un.In practice,we will obtain the bestestimatesfor
by usingH + and a heavy species.We estimatethe uncertainty

in the determinationof Vnby usingour M modevalue (based
on the heavy ions alone) and an adjacentL mode estimateof
the H + velocity, basedon a fit to the proton peak only. We
again expressthe differencebetween Un and Vnin units of the
0 + thermal speed.The absolutevalue of this ratio is indicated
in Figure 10 by the squares.Not all M modeshave a quoted

ioo
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Fig. 11. Outsideof 10 Rz we showfor Voyager I temperatureestimatesfor H + (L mode)and for O+ (34 mode)from the presentanalysis. Inside of 10 Rz the temperatureis the total temperatureof the
ionic speciesfit by Bagenaland Sullivan[thisissue],that is, the sum of
the individual speciestemperaturesweightedby the numberdensities.
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low 3 keV. As noted in Appendix B, this temperatureestimate
in the L mode is always an upper limit becausethe fit overestimatesthe heavy ion temperatureto accountfor fluxesdue
to ionic speciesknown to be presentbut not includedin the fit

analysis(e.g.,02+). Wherequantitativecomparisons
with resolvedM mode spectraare possible,the L mode estimate of
the heavy ion temperaturesis typically a factor of 6-10 high.
Our qualitativeanalysisindicatesthat within 40 Rj of Jupiter
t
t t t
t t
tt
t t
the temperatureof the magnetosphericplasmain the PLS enI CROSSINGS
OFTHEMAGNETIC
DIPOLE
EOUATOR ergy per chargerange is typically ~ 1 keV or less,more probably less.This estimatereflectsthe fact that in almostall cases
189
I
190
I
191
the distributionfunctionsof the measuredspectrapeak below
SPACECRAFT
EVENT
TIME VOYAGER
2
6 keV, a resultwhich is only consistentwith a plasmatemperature of lessthan •6 keV [seeBelcheret al., 1980].
Fig. 12. Temperatureestimatesfor Voyager 2.
GlobalFlow InformationFrom
Main

~2100 UT and DOY 191 at ~0930 UT), aswe discussin more
detail below.

Sensor Data

In addition to the quantitativeleast squaresfit valuesof V.
from single-sensor
analysis,we alsohave availablemore qualitative information about the full vector velocity from multiple-sensoranalysis.Figure 13 showsan exampleof multiplesensordata from which we can fairly easilyderive an estimate
of the vector velocity. These spectrawere taken at 21.6 Rj inbound on Voyager 2. They occur some3 hours earlier in time
than the spectrashownin Figure 5. In the discussionof Figure
5 we concludedthat (1) the flow velocitywas mostly azimuthal at the time becausethe D sensorfluxeswere much higher
than the fluxesin the main sensorand (2) the flow wasin the
equatorialplane becauseof the nearly symmetricorientation
of the B and C cupswith respectto that plane and becauseof
the near-equality of the fluxes in those cups. In contrast,in
Figure 13 the B and C sensorfluxes are comparableto those
in the D sensor,even though the sensororientationis qualitatively the sameas the orientation in Figure 5. In consideration
of the sensororientationsthis fact must imply a componentof
velocity radially toward the planet during this interval superimposedupon the generalazimuthal flow. In addition, the C

QualitativeEstimatesof Temperature
As we pointed out above, we have been conservativein our
selectionof spectra for quantitative analysisso as to obtain
the best estimatesof the departuresfrom rigid corotation on
the dayside. Gaps in the temperatureprofiles in Figures 11
and 12 result from a selectioneffectbasedon temperaturevia
the effective Mach number. A Mach 1 proton distribution
with a bulk speedof 200 km/s has a temperatureof about 200
eV and will not be resolvedfrom the heavy ion signature in
the L mode (cf. equation(13)). Yet we have selectedL mode
spectrafor analysison the basisof their having a resolvedproton peak. Thus spectraexhibiting higher temperaturesthan
-100 eV have effectively been eliminated from the data set.
To estimate qualitatively the temperatureof the ions in the
unresolvedL mode spectra,we have applied our L mode fit
analysisto all spectrain the D cup in the middle magnetosphere,resolvedor not. Fits to the unresolvedspectragive

valuesfor the S3+and O+ 'temperatures'
whichare usuallybe-
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Fig. 13. The flux densityof positiveion chargeversusenergyper chargefor an L mode measurementfrom Voyager 2.
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cup fluxesare larger than the B cup fluxes.This inequality has
to be interpretedwith more caution.In the Canopusorientation the B and C cupsare not exactlysymmetricwith respect
to the Jovianequatorialplane. The C cup is slightlycloserto
corotationalflow than the B cup (~67 ø comparedto ~73 ø) on
the inbound leg of both encounters,with the situation reversedoutbound.Thus plasmain strictcorotationwould produce larger fluxesin the C cup than in the B cup on the inbound trajectories, with the opposite situation on the
outboundtrajectories.However,this differenceis too small to
accountfor the inequality of the B and C cup fluxesin Figure
13, aswe justify more quantitativelybelow. Sincethe C cup is
northward looking with respectto the equatorial plane, the
obviousconclusionis that the inequality in the B and C cup
fluxesis due to a southwardcomponentof the flow. Thus Figure 13 is consistentwith a vectorvelocitywith a componentin
the direction of corotation but also significant components
southwardand radially inward toward the planet. The spacecraft is 3.3 Rj below the magneticdipole equator at this time.
Thus the southwardflow is away from the equatorial current

torial plane. Recall that passingthroughthis plane essentially
marks crossingsof the Jovian current sheet,especiallywithin
20 Rj of the planet. We note that the spectrain Figure 13 are
from Voyager 2 inbound at ~1235 local time.
In the Voyager 1 curve we have not useddata during a series of rolls for radio sciencejust before and during occultation (1522-2002 UT on DOY 64) and during the outbound
roll to Arcturus (0255-0320 UT on DOY 65). On Voyager 1
after 0255 UT on DOY 64 the plotted ratio is actually (A B)/(A + B) insteadof (B - C)/(B + C), as the roll to Arcturus
referencefortuitouslyreplacesthe B cup with the A cup and
the C cup with the B cup in spatialorientation.We alsodo not
presentdata in the very cold region near closestapproachon
Voyager 1, sincea significantpart of the signalin the oblique
B and C cups drops below the 10-V threshold of the instrument.The Voyager 2 data inbound beginjust after the return of the spacecraftto Canopus orientation, after an approximately I 1-hour interval off of Canopus. Otherwise, in
thesefigureswe plot data when fluxesin the oblique sensors
are high enough to allow a significantcomparison.Unfortusheet.
nately, this limits us to fairly small distancesfrom the planet
To put theseconclusionson a more quantitativefooting, we (e.g., within ~25 Rj).
have analyzed the spectrain Figure 13 with the simulation
From thesefiguresit is clear that in the dayside magnetprogram used by Belcher et al. [this issue] for the inter- ospherenear noon, there is a marked tendency for plasma
pretation of the PLS data near the Io flux tube. This program flow to be northwardwhen the spacecraftis north of the magwas developedby V. M. Vasyliunas,J. D. Sullivan, and one of netic dipoleplane and southwardwhen the spacecraftis south
the authors(J.W.B.) to help interpret data when the full re- of that plane;i.e., the flow is away from the current sheet.The
sponseof the sensorsmust be used(e.g., for oblique or sub- amplitudeof the differencedecreasesto zero with decreasing
sonicflows).The program is sufficientlyinefficientat present radius and increasinglocal time toward dusk. In the dusk to
that it cannotbe usedto analyze data in a least squaressense, midnight sectorthe differenceagain increaseswith increasing
so that we cannotuseit for the bulk processingof multisensor radius and increasinglocal time toward midnight. However,
data (seethe discussion
in the paper by Belcheret al. [this is- in this sectorthe plasma flow tendsto be northward when the
sue]).However,for individual spectrasuchas thoseshownin spacecraftis south of the magneticequator, and vice versa;
Figure 13 it can be usedin a trial and error mode to producea i.e., the flow is now toward the current sheet. Of course, this
reasonablerepresentationof the data. For the H + component displaygivesus only information on the north/south flow and
of thesespectra,suchan analysisyields a number density of not on the radial componentof flow. On Voyager 2 outbound
~0.1 cm-3, a thermalspeedof 120km/s, and a vectorvelocity near 1300 UT on DOY 191 the spacecraftis south of the curof (-167, 264, -95) km/s in a (p, q•,z) cylindricalcoordinate rent sheet,and the multisensorspectraare consistentwith a
systemwhose z axis is parallel to the rotation axis of the poloidalvelocitycomponentwhich is northwardand radially
planet. At this time, the magneticfield (N. Ness,private communication, 1980) was within 3ø of being entirely in a meriDISTANCE
(Rd)
dional plane, and in a meridionalplane the field was oriented
25
20
I5
I0
4.9
I0
15
20
37ø belowthe equatorialplane pointingback toward Jupiter.
The poloidal componentof the above velocity is 30ø below
the equatorialplane and pointingback toward Jupiter. Hence
there is an appreciablefield-aligned componentof the flow.
The spectra of Figure 13 are our clearest (and most pronounced)example of a generalpattern of flow which is away
from the equatorialcurrentsheeton the daysideand toward it
on the nightside.Figure 14 illustratesthispattern qualitatively
for Voyager 1, and Figure 15 for Voyager 2. We plot the dif'-' -0.2
- -2
ferenceof the total flux densityof positiveions into the B cup
and the total flux density into the C cup, divided by the sum
of thesetwo flux densities.Since the B cup openssouthward
-0.4
-4
and the C cup opensnorthward, this differencewill be posi_LJ
I
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m
I
I
!
I,
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,
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tive if there is flow to the north and negativeif there is flow to
1200
1400
1800
2400
0200
the south. The plots are linear against spacecraftevent time.
LOCAL TIME VOYAGER
I
We indicate both radial distancefrom the planet and univerFig. 14. A plot of the differencebetweenthe flux densitiesin the B
sal time at the top and local time at the bottom (1200 local
time impliesthat the spacecraftlies in the plane that contains andC cupsdividedby theirsumfor Voyager1.We alsoshowthe verticaldistance
of the spacecraft
fromthe magnetic
equatorial
plane.
the Jupiter-sunline and is perpendicularto the Jovian orbital Localtimeisindicated
at thebottom,andbothdistance
fromJupiter
plane). In the figureswe have also superimposeda graph of and universaltime are indicatedat the top (DOY is givenat 1200
the spacecraftposition perpendicularto the magnetic equa- UT).
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tral shapesin these cups, nor does it reproduce the relative
flux levelsobservedin any three of the cups.In Figure 13, for
example, a highly anisotropic plasma moving azimuthally
will, in fact, have a C cup flux greaterthan the B cup flux, but
1914
the D cup flux in all suchmodelsis much greater than the C
or B cup fluxes, contrary to observation.We concludefrom a
2
--- 0.2
number of attemptsof this sort that the observeddifferencein
the B and C cup fluxesis, in fact, due to a north/south component of the plasma velocity. Quantitative estimatesof the
magnitude of these velocities on a global basis requires a
much more complex least squares analysis of multisensor
data, which is in progress.The one quantitative example we
quote abovein referenceto Figure 13 shouldnot be taken as
typical, since it representsthe most pronouncedexample of
-0.4
-4
the phenomenonavailable. We note that theseresultsare similar to thosereported on the basisof anisotropiesof MeV pro1300
1400
1600
1800 2000
2200
tons
measured by the Pioneer spacecraft[McDonaM et al.,
LOCAL TIME VOYAGER
2
1979; Northrop et al., 1979]. These authors report a fieldFig. 15. A plot of the quantitiesshownin Figure 14 but for
aligned streamingof MeV protons away from the equatorial
Voyager 2.
current sheetin the dayside middle magnetosphere.The trajectoriesof the Pioneerspacecraftwere suchthat the nightside
away from Jupiter.This nightsidevelocityis roughlyconsis- middle magnetospherewas not sampled appropriately for
tent with field-alignedinfall into the current sheet,as con- comparisonwith the Voyager data. Of course,there is no a
trastedto outflow in the spectrain Figure 13.
priori reasonthat the field-alignedstreamingof energeticparTwo further points should be made. First of all, as was ticlesand of thermal plasmashouldbe coupled(whereassuch
noted above, the main sensor is oriented such that there
reasonsexistfor motionsperpendicularto the magneticfield).
would be slightlymore purely azimuthal flow into the C cup
Detailed Plasma Sheet Observations
than into the B cup on the inbound leg, and vice versaon the
We now turn from a discussionof global plasma properties
outboundleg. Even in the absenceof any north/southflow we
thusexpectto seea negativesignaturein (B - C)/(B + C) in- to a detailed examination of the plasma sheet crossings.The
bound and a positivesignatureoutbound.In fact, the differ- plasmasheetis apparently a permanentfeature of the Jovian
encesin Figures 14 and 15 oscillateabout a negativeaverage magnetosphere.The fact that it undergoeslarge temporalvarvalue inbound and a positiveaveragevalue outbound, as ex- iations on the dayside is demonstratedby the less regular
structuredisplayedduring Voyager 2 inbound as comparedto
pected.
A more important point is whether the differencein the B the structuredisplayedduring Voyager 1 inbound (cf. Figures
and C fluxesis a unique signatureof a north/southflow. If the 6 and 7). In addition, the sheetitself exhibits a great deal of
plasmais isotropicin its rest frame, the answeris yes. If the fine scalestructurein the characteristics
of the plasma(cf. the
plasmais highly anisotropic,one can think of scenarios
where spectralplot in Figure25 in AppendixB coveringthe Voyager
the answer is no. In particular, supposethe plasma is de1 current sheetcrossingnear 1400 UT on DOY 63).
scribedby a bi-Maxwellian in which the thermal speedalong
The most regular variation in the plasma sheetwas seen by
the magneticfield is much greaterthan the thermal speedper- Voyager 1 in the crossingnear 1900 UT on DOY 63. Alpendicularto the magneticfield. On the daysidebelow the though the cooling effect is not as pronouncedas it is during
current sheetthe C cup normal is closerto the magneticfield
direction,and thus the C cup would samplea broaderthermal
distribution,with the B cup samplinga narrower distribution.
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On thedayside
thisdifference
convolved
withthefiniteresponse
of thedetectors
wouldproduce
a largervalueof theC
,cupflux belowthe sheet,and vice versaabovethe sheet.On
the nightsidethe reversalof the field orientationwith respect
to the PLS main sensorleadsto the B cup normal being closer
to the magneticfield direction below the current sheet, and
thusthe B cup would now samplea broaderthermal distribution. On the nightsidethis differenceconvolvedwith the finite
responseof the detectorswould producea largervalue of the
B cup flux below the sheetand thus a reversalof the dayside
pattern.

To investigatewhether this scenariois responsiblefor the
effectwe interpret as north/south flow, we have usedthe simulation program describedaboveand attemptedto reproduce
observed spectra (e.g., as in Figure 13) assumingpurely
azimuthal flow plus a large field-aligned thermal anisotropy.
Although this model does,indeed,yield differencesin the total fluxesin the B and C cups,it doesnot reproducethe spec-

Fig. 16. A plot of the relativeflux densityof positiveion chargeas
measuredin the D sensor(M mode) between1700 and 2115 UT on
DOY 63, 1979. The maximum value of the flux densityin this time

periodis 4.5 x 106protoncharges
per squarecentimeter
per second.
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othercrossings
(suchas the onenear 1400UT on DOY 63),
the spectrathroughthiscrossing
showenoughresolution
in

•ooo......

the L mode and M mode that we can analyze them in some
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detail.In Figure16we showtheM modespectrafrom 1700to

2115UT onDOY63asmeasured
in theVoyager
1 sidesensot. The format is the same as that used for Figure 25 in Ap-

pendixB. The heavyionic speciesoccupythe energyper

•+•

charge
scanfrom•600 to •4000V. Theincrease
in density

+

and decreasein temperaturewhich definethe sheetcrossing
arereadilyapparent.The protonsignalis lostin the noisein maoo
the M modespectrabut not in the L modespectra.In Figure
17we plot a representation
of the L modedistributionfunc-

tionforthesame
timeperiod.
Thepresentation
isthesame
as
thatused
in Figure
26in Appendix
B andshows
a well-de-

o__

finedproton
signature
formostofthetimeperiodconcerned. 15o
The heavyion peaksignalis saturatedin the L modeduring
mostof thiscrossing
and doesnot reflectthe M modevariation. In orderto analyzethis crossing
we fit the L mode

spectra,
using
the
Mmode
tofillinthe
saturated
channels
of z•5o

theheavy
ions.
Theparameters
from
theanalysis
areshown
in

o

Figure18.Thesecond
panelfromthebottom
in Figure18

showsthe massdensityin ainu cm-3. The densityenhance-

meritwhichdelineates
the sheetcrossing
shows
thatthe E 5o
plasmasheetis more or lesscenteredon the currentsheet

crossing
[Ness
et al., 1979a]
at •1915 UT aswellasonthe

o

magneticequatorialplane.The plasmasheetis about-•2 Rj
thick and showsthreesmallerdensityenhancements,
the larg-

estbeing
atthecenter
and
clearly
discernible
inFigure
18. •, o.o
The third panelshowsthe ratio of the total massdensityto

thatoftheprotons.
Fromthisplotit canbeseen
thatthefirst
twointernaldensity
increases
resultfromlargeenhancements -o.4
in the heavyionsrelativeto the protons.It shouldalsobe
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notedthat theseplacesare preciselywherethe velocitycom-
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for the plasmasheetcrossing
ponentmostnearlyapproaches
therigidcorotation
value,as Fig. 18. A plot of plasmaparameters
near 1900 UT on DOY 63, 1979.
shownin the fourthpanel.The resultsarecharacteristic
of the
otherplasmasheetcrossings
madeby Voyager1. The temperalthoughnot to the sameextentas has
atureof the protonsfromthe L modespectraanalysisand of densityenhancements,

the (presumed)
O+ fromthe M modeanalysis
are shownin been observedin someof the other Voyager 1 crossings.To
the top panelof Figure18 alongwith the coreelectrontem- obtain an idea of the north/south flow pattern during this
we plot in the bottompanelof Figure 18the ratio of
peratures
[Scudder
et al., thisissue].Scudder
et al. [thisissue] crossing,
discuss
in detail variationsin electronparametersthroughthis the differenceof the flux densitiesmeasuredin the B cup and

crossing.
Localcooling
oftheionsoccurs
atthelarger
massC cuptotheirsum,asabove.
Themaximum
fluxdifference
coincideswith the maximum density and indicatesthat the

L-MODE

SPLINE

plasma before --1930 UT is moving southwardand the
plasmaafter • 1930UT is movingnorthward.
At the centerof this plasmasheet(--1900 UT), «pVn
• exceedsthe magneticenergydensity[Nesset al., 1979a;seealso
Scudderet al., this issue]by about a factor of 3 (i.e., the flow
hasbecomesuper-Affv6nic).
This excessis facilitatedby both
the increasedmassdensity in the plasma sheetand the decreasedmagneticfield strengthin the current sheet.Away
from the sheet,where the massdensityis lower and the magnetic field strengthhigher, the flow is sub-Alfv6nic.As we
move outward on the dayside in the Voyager 1 encounter,

everysubsequent
crossingshowsthis transitionfrom sub-Alfv6nic to super-Affv6nicflow. As we move inward from this
crossing,the flow is invariably sub-Affv6nic.Interestingly
enough,on Voyager2 the crossings
for which we have mass
densityestimatesdo not tend to showsuper-Alfv6nicveloci-

Fig. 17. A plot of themeasured
distributionfunctionasmeasured
in
the D sensor(L mode)between1700and 2115UT on DOY 63, 1979.

ties.We attributethis differencefrom the Voyager 1 resultsto
lowerazimuthalvelocities(seebelow)and to the lack of large
massdensityenhancements
in the plasmasheetbetween• 12
and ~25 Rj.
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As we have remarked,the daysidecrossings
of the plasma
sheetinsideof ~25 R• by Voyager2 were,in general,lessregular than the crossings
by Voyager 1 detailedabove.The only
two well-defined crossingsinside of ~ 15 Rj occurreddose to
perijove, on DOY 190 near 2100 UT and on DOY 191 near
0930 UT. Figure 20 is a flux densityplot of A cup spectra
from 1800 to 2215 UT on DOY

190, which includes those

spectraexhibitingthe maximum densityattained during the
Voyager 2 encounter(cf. Figure 7). The cold spectralpeaks
occurat the approximatelocationsexpectedof corotatingS3+
and S2+ or O+, althoughthey are highly time aliased.Note
from Figure 7 that the maximum in densityoccursbelow the
magnetic dipole equator. The spectra associatedwith the
crossingnear 0930 UT on DOY 191 are similar to those in
Figure 20 but are not aspronounced.The electronparameters
in this later crossingare discussed
by Scudderet al. [thisissue].
Fig. 19. A plot of the relative flux densityas measuredin the D
sensor(M mode) between2200 UT on DOY 63 and 0215 UT on

DISCUSSION

DOY 64, 1979.The maximumvalueis 1.1x 10? protoncharges
per TheAzimuthal VelocityComponent
squarecentimeterper second.
A basic result of this study is the observation that the
plasma in the middle magnetosphereon the dayside is not
It is alsoimportant to note that NkT for the positiveions is locked into rigid corotationwith the planet. This lack of corousuallya smallfractionof B2/8vrthroughoutthiscrossingand tation had previouslybeen suggested
by the energeticparticle
other crossings.For some of the cold, high-densityM mode anisotropiesobserved by Pioneer [McDonald et al., 1979].
spectra the value of beta is as low as 1%. Although this is Most previoustheoreticaltreatmentshad assumedeither rigid
probably a lower limit, more typical valuesdo not run more corotationthroughoutthe magnetosphereor a suddenchange
than 10-20%. Among other things this implies that the ther- to a radially outflowingplanetarywind at somedistancefrom
mal pressuregradientof ionsin the PLS energyrangeis negli- the planet. Kennel and Coroniti [1975] did questionwhether
gible in termsof pressure
.balanceacrossthe,currentsheet. corotationcould be enforced,but they discussedthe issuein a
The electronpressuresreported by Scudderet al. [this issue] somewhat different context.
are also not sufficientto balance the decreasein magneticenIndependent of the observation that the plasma in the
ergy density.If the plasmasheetis in quasi-staticequilibrium, middle magnetosphereis not rigidly corotatingwith Jupiter
pressurebalancemust be due to ions with energiesabovethe [McNutt et al., 1979;Kaiser and Desch, 1980],Hill [1979] hyPlasma Scienceenergy per charge range of 6 kV. This con- pothesizedthat such an effectmight be seen.His reasoning
clusionis consistentwith the resultsof Krimigiset al. [this is- was that if the injection of plasmainto the magnetosphereocsue].
curs rapidly enough and if the ionospheric(Pedersen)conHaving considered one plasma sheet crossing quan- ductivity is low enough, a torque sufficientto enforce corotatitatively, we now consider qualitative properties of other tion cannotbe transferredto the plasmaas it movesoutward.
crossings.Our distinctionbetween plasma sheet and current Hill derivedthe angular speedof the plasmaas a function of
sheet is most prominently exhibited in the Voyager 1 data cylindrical distancefrom Jupiter assumingcross-fieldtransaround the beginningof DOY 64. The M mode spectrafrom port in a dipolaf magneticfield.
2200 UT

on DOY

63 to 0215 UT

on DOY

64 are shown in

Figure 19. Only one current sheetcrossingoccursduring the
time shown, and that at about 0000 UT on DOY 64 [Ness et
al., 1979a],betweenthe two plasma sheetcrossings.By itseft,
each plasma sheet signatureis fairly typical and marked by
increaseddensity and decreasedtemperature.Relative differencesincluderesolvedpeaksat massto charge32 (-2000 V)
in the firstcrossingand resolvedprotonsin the secondcrossing
(~50 V at the centerof the proton signature).In any quasistaticmodel of the plasma sheetit is hard to understandhow
massdensitypeaks can lie both north and southof the current

The Hill model is characterizedby one parameterLo, which

sheet. However, the bifurcation of the sheet is more com-

prehensible if dynamic motion of the plasma is allowed.
Again, flow out of the current sheetis indicated (cf. Figure
14). The plasma in the first density enhancementnear 2315
UT on DOY 63 lies north of the sheetand appearsto be moving northward, while that in the secondenhancementat 0130
UT on DOY 64 lies to the south and appearsto be moving
southward.Hence plasma in the 'plasma sheet'may be in a
Fig. 20. A plot of the relative flux density as measuredin the A
dynamic stateof motion relative to the current sheet,and the sensor(M mode) between1800and 2215 UT on DOY 190, 1979.The
conceptof a quasi-staticmagnetodiscmay not be strictly cor- maximumvalueis7.5 x 107protoncharges
persquarecentimeter
per
second.
rect. We discussthis point in more detail below.
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Fig. 21. A plot of the observedcomponentof velocityinto the D sensordivided by the componentexpectedfor rigid
corotationfor Voyager I and 2.

is the scale length for deviation from rigid corotation ex- In the other crossingsthere is more scatterin the data, and the
pressedin units of Jovianradii. If Bois the surfaceequatorial effect is not as discernible.Finally, the fractional angular vemagneticfield, then in cgsunits,
locityfallsoff roughlyasr-• (i.e., the azimuthalvelocitycomponent asymptoticallygoesto a constant)outsideof 17 R• in
the Voyager 1 data. The caseis lessclear in the Voyager 2
tJ= c: •
data, although there is again some indication of a decrease
with radial distancefrom Jupiter.Hill predictsan r-2 decrease
where.g/isthemass
loading
rateat theIo torus,•, istheionosphericheight-integratedPedersenconductivity,and c is the in angularvelocity,sinceat asymptoticallylarge distancesthe

speed
oflight.
Hence
knowledge
oftwoofthethree
quantities
field
cannolonger
accelerate
theplasma
andtheplasma
conLo,M,and
Z•,allows
thethird
tobecalculated.
Onthebasis
of serves
angular
momentum
asitmoves
outward.
the curveof McNutt et al. [1979],which is in agreementwith
the resultspresentedhere, Hill [1980] estimatesLo to be 20 R•.

Plasma Transport

Witha valuefor•, of 0.1mho,thisvalueof Loimplies•/= 1

If the decreaseof angular speedwith distancefrom Jupiter
x 103ø
amu/s. This is in reasonable
agreementwith otheresti- is an inertial loading effect,then plasmaand angular momen-

matesof •/[Broadfootet al., 1979].

tum must be continually transportedout of the Jovian magnetosphere.Conceivably, the transport could be convective
(e.g., due to a continuouscentrifugallydriven wind), or the
transport could be diffusive (e.g., due to flux tube interchange). There is no evidence for a centrifugally driven
plasma wind either on the dayside or within 15 R• of the
planet on the nightside.We have already remarkedthat the
principal componentof plasmaflow in the daysidemagnetosphereis azimuthal. There are also radial and north/south
•, in theJovianionosphere
andthemass
injection
rateM of flowssuperimposedon this azimuthalpattern,but thesevelocthe plasmainto the magnetosphere.
ity componentsapparentlyare zero when averagedover local
The plotsof normalizedplasmaangularvelocityshowthree time (seebelow) and thus provideno net transport.In addimain features.First, at the sameradial distancethe magneto- tion, Pioneer and Voyager magnetic field measurementsin
sphericplasmawas rotatingmore slowlythrough the dayside the middle magnetosphere[Smithet al., 1974, 1975;Nesset al.,
during the Voyager 2 passagethan during the Voyager 1 pas- 1979a, b] have always shown a closed magnetic topology
sage.In the contextof the inertial loadingmodel this impliesa across the current sheet. This rules out a Weber-Davis consmallerheight-integrated
ionospheric
conductivity•,, a larger vective outflow, such as Kennel and Coroniti [1975] had sug-

To first order, the bulk plasmamotion is azimuthal on the
dayside.In Figure 21 we plot as a function of radial distance
the ratio of the observedvelocitycomponentinto the side sensorto that which would be measuredas a resultof rigid corotation. Assumingthat all of the bulk motion of the plasma is
azimuthal (which is true to first order), this givesthe ratio of
the local to planetary angular velocity, which (accordingto
Hill) is related to the height-integratedPedersenconductivity

massinjectionrateJ•/,or a lessdistended
magnetic
fieldcon- gestedfor Jupiter.On the basisof theseconsiderations
we feel
figuration on the dayside.Second,there are indicationsof local maxima at the plasmasheetcrossings.
This may be a consequence of Ferraro's isorotation law [Ferraro, 1937]. If
inertial loadingis the causeof lack of corotation,then by Ferraro's theoremthe angularvelocityof the plasmashouldstill
be a constantalongany givenfield line in the magnetosphere.
The largerthe L parameterthe more torquerequiredfor corotation and hencethe lessthe angular velocity. The largestlocal angular velocity shouldthereforebe that seenduring the
currentsheetcrossing.The increasein angularvelocityis most
apparentin the Voyager 1 data in the combinedcrossings
of
both plasmaand currentsheetsat 17 R• (seealso Figure 18).

that a centrifugallydriven wind in Jupiter'smiddle magnetospherecan be ruled out as a transportmechanism.
It is alsoconceivablethat transportcouldoccurdue to aperiodic convection,as in the balloon mode instability [Hasegawa, 1979].The approximatecriterion for marginal stability
in the balloon mode is obtained by settingthe kinetic energy
densityof the plasmaequal to the local magneticfield energy
density.Kenneland Coroniti[1975]have suggestedthat attaining suchmarginalstabilitywill lead to an openingof the field
line topology,although Goertz[1976] has argued to the contrary. In thosecaseson Voyager 1 in which the current sheet
and plasma sheet coincide, the Alfv•nic Mach number ex-
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Fig. 22. A plot of the Voyager I densitiesversusdistance.

ceedsunity without any drasticchangein flow directionor the densitywell beforethe centrifugalinstabilitybecomesopplasmaparameters,in accordwith the theoreticalconclusions erable [Ioannidisand Brice, 1971;Mendisand Axford, 1974].
of Goertz [1979]. Away from the sheetsthe magnetic field This shouldbe true even in the presenceof the current sheet
dominatesthe kinetic energy densityof the plasma. On Voy- [Piddingtonand Drake, 1968].
ager2 the Affv6nicMach numbersneverexceedunity in those
It can be shownthat a full flux tube near the planet, surregionsfor which we have goodestimatesof the massdensity. rounded by vacuum and initially corotatingwith the planet,
Available evidence thus indicates that the balloon mode instawill move outward by interchangewith empty ones, and in
bility is not operative in the middle magnetosphereand that doing so,exhibit an angular speedabout the planet in accordthere is no aperiodicconvectiveplasma transport.
ance with Hill's [1979] result. However, at some distance Lo
As transportis apparentlynot a resultof either a steadyor the outward velocity would equal the azimuthal velocity and
aperiodic 'wind,' it must be diffusive [Siscoe, 1977; Goertz, then exceedthat velocity at even greaterdistances.As we have
1979].Regardlessof the diffusionmechanism,we can estimate noted, full flux tubes never interchange with toally empty
an effectivediffusion 'velocity' from the continuity equation ones,so this line of reasoninggivesan upper limit to the outand the assumptionof azimuthal symmetry.Using Hill's best ward transportvelocity (the sametype of calculation,assumestimateof the injectionrate, we can estimatethe transportin ing rigid corotation, was performed by Mendis and Axford
the plasmasheetat, for example,the crossingat 1900UT on [1974]). On the scaleof the magnetospherethe processmust
DOY 63 for Voyager 1. Let the plasma sheetthicknessbe de- be diffusive(via convectioncells on a small scale[Siscoeand
noted by T, the L shell parameterby L, and the massdensity Summers,this issue]), resulting in a configuration of the
by p. Then from continuitythe outward transportvelocity V, plasma densitywhich satisfiesa marginal stability criterion.
is given by

Criteria for marginal stability for centrifugallydriven interchangemotions have been introduced by Melrose [1967] and
Hill [1976]. Assuminga collisionlessplasma counterstreaming
Usingvaluesof T-- 2 Rj, L -- 17,p -- 70 amucm-3, andM -- alongdipolaf field linesfrom an ionosphericsource,Hill finds
1030amu s-1, we obtain V, -- 13 km/s. This value is consistent that marginal stabilityis given by a densitydistributionin the
with primarily azimuthal flow, and thusthe assumptionof dif- equatorialplanewhichfallsoff asr-9/2.A similarresultwith a
slightly different behavior of the densityholds if pressuregrafusive transportis not unreasonable.
We expectthe radial profileof the massdensityin the day- diems drive the instability[Gold, 1959].
side magnetosphereto reflect the propertiesof the transport
For comparison,in Figure 22 we have plotted the massdenmechanism responsiblefor the diffusion of plasma outward sity from Voyager 1 on a logarithmicdistancescale.The profrom the Io torus. The most likely mechanismfor transport is file is reasonablyapproximatedby an r-9/2 falloff outsideof
flux tube interchangediffusiondriven by the centrifugalforce the torus region. This at least suggeststhat centrifugally
on the azimuthally moving plasma.Ioannidisand Brice [1971] driven flux tube interchangedeterminesthe densitydistribuarguedthat corotationcould perhapsbe enforcedeven if in- tion. It should be noted that although Hill derived his result
terchangemotionsdid occur. Conversely,the observationof assumingan ionosphericsourceof plasma, the result should
lack of corotationarguesthat interchangemotionswill occur, be applicableas long as there is a field-alignedstreamingveif energeticallyfavored, inasmuch as the same ionospheric locity componentwhich increaseslinearly with distancefrom
conductancewhich topologicallyallowsbreakdownof corota- the planet.There is a flow velocitycomponentalongthe field
tion will also permit interchangemotions. Such motions will lines (seebelow), but the flow velocitydependenceis not curdrive the radial density gradient to a value consistentwith rently known. Perhapsmore importantly in terms of intermarginalstabilityagainst
themotion.Furthermore,
onceihey pretation of observations,the marginal stability criterion
are topologically allowed, interchangemotions should limit needsto be rederived,taking into accountthe field distortions
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tube. In addition, the component of centrifugal force which
confinesthe plasma to the equatorial plane will continually
decreaseas the flux tube movesfrom a stretchedconfiguration
far from the planet at midnight to a compressedconfiguration
closeto the planet at noon. The combination of these two efThe Plasma Sheet
fectswill lead to a continual accelerationof the plasma away
On the basis of the Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 encounters, from the equatorial plane as the flux tube moves from midthe Jovian plasma sheetis a permanent feature of the middle night to noon; however, the flow velocity along the tube and
magnetosphere.
However,
thesheet
obviously
undergoes
large this accelerationare not in phase. For a given flux tube the
temporal variations as evidencedby comparisonof the Voy- rate of compressionwill decreaseto zero as the tube moves
ager 1 and Voyager 2 data sets (see Figures 6 and 7). The from dawn to noon, and the accelerationof plasma in the flux
sheetis characterizedby enhancedplasma density overall and tube should correspondinglydecreaseto zero as the velocity
a relative enhancementof heavy ions with respectto protons. along the field increases.At noon the flux tube will begin to
In addition, the sheet (at least on the dayside) is relatively expand, with a correspondingdeceleration of the plasma,
cool;i.e., the enhancementof heavy ions relative to that of the which will have achieved its maximum speed along the flux
protonsis associatedwith a cooling of all species.This is true tube. At dusk the continuing expansionof the flux tube will
of crossings
of the sheetby both Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 and have slowedthe high-latitude plasma to zero velocity, when it
can be qualitatively verified from considerationof individual is at its maximum latitudinal extent. As the flux tube moves
spectraevenwhen quantitativeanalysisis not available. Com- past local dusk toward midnight, the plasmawill begin to fall
paring crossingsof the sheet,there is also a tendency for the back toward the magneticequator, achievingthe largestinfall
more abrupt crossingsto exhibit lower temperatures.For ex- velocity at local midnight, where the flux tube, at its greatest
ample, in the Voyager 1 data the crossingat 1930 UT on expansion,begins to contract again. Near dawn the plasma
DOY 63 shows a more spatially extended density increase will have achieved its minimum latitudinal extent with zero
than the other crossings.In the Voyager 2 data the crossings velocity,as the contractingflux tube reversesthe plasma infall
at 2100 UT on DOY 190 (Figure 20) and at 0930 UT on DOY to produceoutflow once again. Since this processis cyclic, it
191 exhibit very localized structureand very cold spectra.The involves no net plasma transport from the system.Thus we
fact that cold ions and electronsare located in the plasma envisiona plasma sheetwhich is dynamically expanding and
sheet crossingsis a result that was unanticipated before the contracting.The plasma is acceleratedfrom midnight to noon
Voyager encounters.A qualitative explanation for this associ- and deceleratedfrom noon to midnight, with the corresponding velocity away from the equator on the daysideand toward
ation is given by Scudderet al. [this issue].
The observedflows away from the equatorial current sheet the equator on the nightside.The sheet is therefore thinnest
on the dayside and toward it on the nightside are also unex- near dawn and thickest near dusk in this simplified model.
pected. The 'local time asymmetryof the effect suggestsan Such local time asymmetrieswill tend to increasein ampliMHD pumping mechanismassociatedwith the compression tude with increasingdistancefrom the planet.
A sketchof this suggestedglobal configurationis shown in
of the daysidemagnetosphereby the solarwind. Without such
compression,and in a steady state, the low-energy plasma Figure 23. We have included in the sketchthe possibilityof a
would distributeitself along a given flux tube so as to balance north/south bifurcation of the plasma sheet. A simple linear
the pressuregradient against the component of centrifugal analysisof the dynamics suggeststhat such bifurcation may
force along the field lines.The scaleheight H for sucha distri- arise naturally in this model. This would provide an exbution is
planation for the bifurcated plasma sheet crossingson Voyager 1, most notably on DOY 64 near 0000 UT (Figure 19)
but alsoon DOY 63 near 1500UT (Figure 25 in Appendix B).
where C• is the sound speed,•0 is the angular speedof the
We note that this picture is very different from what would
plasma,and • is a dimensionless
factorof orderunity [Hill and be expectedfrom a quasi-staticexpansionand contraction of
Michel, 1976].This equilibriumdensitydistributionwill be at- the plasma sheet due to the solar wind interaction. A quasitained within a time scaleof order H/C•, or •0-'. However, the static processwould produce a sheet which was thickest at
plasma sheetis perturbed on this time scaleby the dayside
compressionof the magnetospheredue to the solar wind. In
which result from a current sheet.We have also plotted the
Voyager 2 density profile in this format [McNutt, 1980]. The
resultsare again suggestive
of a densityprofile determinedby
interchangediffusion.

principle, the plasma will never reach quasi-staticequilibrium, and the continualimbalanceof centrifugaland pressure
gradient forceswill give rise to a continuousaccelerationof
the flow away from and toward the magneticequator.
Although the plasmain each flux tube is in continuousmotion, the flow is suchthat the plasma sheetitself can exhibit a
time stationary structure. To see this, we must follow a flux
tube in its motion around the planet. As a given flux tube
movesfrom midnightto noon, it will go from a maximally expanded to a maximally compressedconfiguration.The field
,SOLAb
constrainsthe plasma motion in the perpendiculardirection,
and the compressionwill be lessat higher magneticlatitudes,
FLOW COMPONENT
FLOW COMPONENT
closer to the planet. Hence the plasma will be accelerated
along the field lines and eventuallymove to higher latitudes, Fig. 23. A schematicof the dynamic plasma sheet model discussed
in the text.
in much the sameway as toothpasterushesout of a squeezed

FIELD
ALIGNED AZIMUTHAL • Vl/lklb"
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maximum compression(i.e., noon) and thinnestat minimum
compression(i.e., midnight). Any small velocitiesassociated
with such a quasi-staticprocesswould be zero at noon and
midnight and maximal at dawn and dusk.In contrast,the dynamical velocitypattern describedabove,especiallyits phase,
arisesonly in the absenceof quasi-staticequilibrium.The possibility of such a pattern dependson the fact that the solar
wind interaction tends to perturb a given flux tube on the
sametime scaleas it takesthe plasmato cometo staticequilibrium.

from and towardthe equatorialcurrentsheetsuggestthat the
plasmasheetis an inherentlytime-dependentstructurewhich

is not in quasi-static
equilibrium[Belcherand McNutt, 1980].
An accurat,e
assessment
of the magnitudeof departuresfrom
equilibriumrequiresa completeanalysisof vectorvelocitiesof
the magnetospheric
plasma.Sucha studyis beyondthe scope
of this work.

Overall,the Jovianmagnetosphere
hasprovento be neither

earthlikenor pulsarlike.It is insteada uniqueplasmaconstructin manyways,apparentlyas a resultof the ventingof

This picture of a dynamic plasma sheetis, of course,a gross heavy ions from the Jovianmoon Io. This uniquenessalone
oversimplification.In reality, even the most idealized model makesthe Jovian magnetosphere
worthy of further scientific
of such flow is nonlinear, and the actual interaction between inquiry.In addition,its presencein the solarsystemallowsus
plasmaparcelsacceleratedin this fashionis complex.For ex- the opportunityof makingin situobservations
of plasmaconample, the outflow velocity obtained from the spectrain Fig- finedby a fastmagneticrotator,a subjectof generalphysical
ure 13 is transonicfor the protonsand probablysupersonicfor and astrophysicalinterest.
the heavy ions, if they are at the same temperatureas H +. A
APPENDIX A:
similar supersonicinfall on the nightsidecould lead to (for exPOSITIVE ION SPECTRAL ANALYSIS•METHOD
ample) internal shocks.Admittedly, the spectrumin Figure 13
We consider in detail the information that can be obtained
was picked precisely because it exhibited a large nonazimuthal velocity component,and thus the flow here is not from quantitativeanalysisof D cupspectra.The Faradaycup
typical. However, the example makesapparentthe problems is an electrostatic
devicewhichmeasures
positiveion properin any realistictreatmentof the flow. Even so, on the basisof tiesasa functionof energyper charge.The measuredelectric
simplephysicalargumentswe are reasonablyconfidentthat a currentsare related to the positiveion distributionfunction in
proper treatment will producea velocity pattern whosephase the followingway [Vasyliunas,
1971;Belcheret aL, 1980].Conwith respectto local time is roughlyin accordwith our simple siderthe response
of the cupto an ionicspecies
of massnummodel above and thus in accordwith the observedphasedis- ber A, chargenumberZ*, and distributionfunction/(v). Let
played in Figures 14 and 15.
thesetof contiguous
potentials
whichdefinetheenergyper,
A more seriousobjectionto this model is the questionof chargechannels
be {•/}•', whereK is 16 (L mode)or 128
whether the solar wind interactioncan actually producesuch (M mode).This definesa corresponding
setof particlevelocieffectsas deep in the magnetosphereas is indicated in these ties 'tvdj=1, where
figures.In part, the answerto suchobjectionslies in theoretivj= (2eZ*q•//Am•,)
'/2
(1)
cal studiesof the stability of the magnetodiscto lateral perturbations.In part, the answeralso lies in a more complete with e andm•,.beingtheprotonchargeandmass,respectively.
observationalstudyof the magnitudeof this velocityeffectas In thejth channelthe measuredcurrentis due to particles
a function of radial distance.Such a studyis in progress(S. with an averagevelocitycomponentof
albert, personalcommunication,1980).
o/= (vj+,+ vj)/2
(2)
There is one further dynamical aspectof this hypothesized
plasma sheet configurationwhich is of note. Since the po- in a velocity window of width
1oidal flow is principally field aligned and the field lines are
A• = •+, - •
(3)
appreciablycurved in the vicinity of the magnetic equator
[Connerheyet al., this issue],there existsalong the sheetan inGiven the effectivearea of the cup at normal incidence(inertial forceperpendicularto the magneticfield in a meridional
cluding transparency),A•r, and the responsefunction of the
plane. In general, regardlessof the direction of the flow, this
instrument,G/(v,fi), the currentI/measuredin thejth channel
results in a component of centrifugal force which is per- is
pendicularto the magneticequatorialplane and which actson
the field lines soas to distendthem away from that plane, thus
increasingthe thicknessof the current sheet.Hence magnetic
tensionperpendicularto the magneticequatoris balancedby
an inertial forceaswell as by a pressuregradientforce.There- wherethe subscriptn denotesthe velocitycomponentparallel
fore a descriptionof the vertical momentum balance in the to fi in velocity spaceand the subscriptst• and t2 refer to the
sheet based on pressurebalance alone is, in principle, in- orthogonal componentsperpendicularto fl.
In our analysiswe assumethat the distributionfunction is a
sufficient,and estimatesof the sheet temperaturebased on
pressurebalancealone will be overestimates.
In practice,the convected,isotropicMaxwellian characterizedby densityN,
thermal speedIF, and bulk velocityV. Then
importance of such an effect remains to be evaluated.
In summary, it is clear that the Jovian plasma sheet is a
complexstructure.In the middle magnetosphere
the sheetdiff(v)--Wa•/2
exp- I4•
(5)
fusesplasmaand angularmomentumoutwardrapidly enough
that the magneticfield lines threadingit slip with respectto The responsefunction for the sidesensorcan be characterized
Jupiter. At energiesper charge below 6 kV the ions in the by parameters
%, of the orderof unity [Binsack,1966;Sittier,
sheetare cold and dense,with sufficientstreamingenergyto 1978;S. albert, private communication,1980],as follows:
significantlyinfluencethe magneticfield topologyof the sheet
GXv,fi) = exp [- O•jOt2/Vn
2]
(6)
but with essentiallynegligiblethermal energies.Flows away

N ( (v-V):
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whereVt2= Vtl
2"['Vt22.
Thetransverse
integrations
in (4) canbe
carried out analytically to yield

Ii =eZ*Acrr
v,,
dv,,F(vn)
v,,:'
exp- •/•OLj
, vj
Vn
2'•'OLj
W2
'• Vn
2'
(7)
where
N

F(•}n)
---•.1/2
•/'exp
(--(/.I
n-- Vn)V
•"=)

(8)

is the reduceddistributionfunction along the cup normal and
the bulk flow componentsnormal and transverseto the cup
are V,and V, respectively.
In principle,the measuredcurrentsare sensitiveto both
and V,. However, the influence of V, on the currents is too
slightto be observableunlessV, > V,(e.g., flow very oblique
to the cupnormal). In practice,we do not analyzeflowswhich
are highly oblique becauseour confidencein the validity of

expression
(6) for Gs(v,fi) is low for high anglesof incidence.
For the caseswe consider herein, it is reasonable to assume

that the bulk flow is within •20 ø of the cupnormal;thus
V,= is small, and the exponentialin (7) can be approximated
as unity for thosevaluesof v. for which F(v.) givesan appre-
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The measuredcurrent in thejth channel is actually a sum of
terms as in (4), each computedfor a particular ionic species.
In sucha casea display of the left-hand side of (10) will yield
a superpositionof ionic distributionfunctions,each scaledby

the appropriatevalue of (Z*)'/A. Furthermore,if a set of
ionic specieswith massand chargenumbers{Ai, Z•*} •l are
movinginto the cup with the samevelocitycomponentV, and
if all speciesare reasonablysupersonic,then the measureddistribution function will show a seriesof peaks at energiesper
chargeof Ai/Zi* timesthe proton energyper charge.If we can
identify the energy per chargeof the proton peak, we can determine the massto chargeratios of the ionic speciesproducing peaks at higher energiesper charge. Even if we do not
know the energyper chargeof protons,we can usually deduce
the massto chargeratios of the heavier ionic species,if two or
more are present,by comparisonof the various ratios of observedenergyper charge.Knowing the massto charge ratios,
we can then deduce the common velocity.
From this discussionit is clear that we can only determine
the ratio AdZi* and not A• and Zi* individually. For example,
O+ hasthe samemassto chargeratio as S2+and will appearat
the sameenergyper chargeas S:+ in our measuredspectra.
This is a basic ambiguity in the measurement.We use various
physicalconsiderations
to argue,for example,whether the 16

ciable contributionto the integral. This will introduce errors peakshouldbe mostlyO+ or S2+(seeAppendixB). However,
of order V?/V. = in resultingestimatesfor N, V, and W. The we emphasizethat even thoughwe may misidentifyA• or Z•*
errors introduced are such that estimatesfor V,and W will be separately,as long aswe correctlyidentify the ratio AdZ•* for
high and estimatesfor N low for Mach numbersgreaterthan a set of ionic species,we will obtain the correct total charge
and mass density of the plasma. To show this, supposewe
unity.
Equation (7) with V, set to zero is thus our basic equation
relating the observedcurrentsto the model parametersN,
and V.. It is this relation that we use in our least squaresfit
procedure.The details of this procedure are describedby
McNutt [1980].
It is useful to consider(7) in the following limit. In many
casesof interest, the ions are supersonic(V,>> B0, but the
thermal speedis still large in comparisonwith the width of the

haveobtaineda setof densities
andthermalspeeds{N•, W,.}•v
for specieswith massto chargeratios {AdZ•*}•l (which we
i•

1

take to be known from comparison of observedenergiesper
charge).Then the total chargedensityN+ in units of the proton charge is

N+ -- E.Z,*N,

(11)

i

and the total massdensityNu in unitsof the protonmass(igvelocitywindowsin the M mode(W >> Avs).With thesetwo noring the small correctiondue to the massdefect) is
additional assumptions,(7) becomes

Ij = eZ*Acd•v.•F(•j)

(9)

Using (1)-(3), we find that

I•-

= (Z*)2
F(o;)

Nu-- EA,N,

(12)

i

From (8) and (10) it is clear that if we know A,/Z•*, then
Zi*N•/I'V• is a measuredquantity and thus independentof our
individual choiceof A• and Z•*. But • is also independentof

(10)this choice,sinceparticlevelocitiesscaleas (A,/Z•*) l/= (see

equation (1)). Thus Z•*N• is an invariant, as is A,N•, sinceAJ
Z•* is known. Even if we incorrectlyidentify A• and Z•* separately, we always arrive at the correct total mass and total
rentsI• asmeasuredin the high-resolution
M modecan be di- charge densitiesif we know the massto charge ratio A•/Z•*.
rectly related to the reduceddistributionfunction via (10). If
Thus far, we have been assumingthat the various species
the flow is transonic(Mach numbersof order unity) or if we have a high enoughMach number that the energyper charge
are dealingwith low-resolutionL mode data, (10) is very ap- peaks are well defined for different AdZ•*. It is easily seen
proximate, and we must return to the integral (7) to relate F that the peak in energy per charge of the ith specieswill be
and I sproperly.In any case,for data display(as,for example, within a thermal width of the peak of the (i + 1)th species
in Figure 3) we plot the quantity shownon the left-hand sideof when
(10). We loosely refer to this as the 'measured distribution
function,' even though it actually givesthe distribution func(13),
•i+l/•rn • 1 -- (aiZi+l$/Zisa,+l)1/2
All quantitieson the left-hand side of (10) are known. Thus
for a supersonicflow within •20 ø of the D cup axis the cur-

tion scaledby (Z*)2/A, andthisonly approximately
sofor the
transoniccaseand/or L mode data. We also display positive

For AdZ•* values of 1 and 8, strong overlap will occur only

ion data by plottingI•/eAc•rversusenergyper charge(as, for for Mach numbers-<1. However,for valuesof 8 and 1• or 1•
example,in Figure 5). This quantity is the chargeflux density and 16, strongoverlap occursfor Mach numbers--<6.Thus we
of positiveions, in units of proton chargeper squarecentime- loseresolutionin the heavy ions even at relatively high Mach
ter per second.

numbers,and identificationof individual AdZ•* peaks for the
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TABLE 1. Ionization Potentialsand Mass to Charge Ratios of Various Ions
I

II

H
He

13.6
24.6

-.. (1)
54.4 (4)

O
Na
S
K

13.6
5.1
10.4
4.3

35.1(16)
47.3(23)
23.3(32)
31.6(39)

III

IV

.........
... (2)

V

......

54.9(8)
71.6(11«)
34.8(16)
45.7(19•)

77.4(5«)
98.9(7•)
47.3(10•)
60.9(13)

113.9(4)
138.4(5•)
72.7(8)
82.7(9•)

Ionization potential valuesare in electronvolts.

heavy ionsbecomesdifficult.This happensin many of the ob- presentin the Jovianmagnetosphere.We also list the massto
servedspectra.Even here, however,it is easilyseenfrom (7) charge ratios for the various ionization states.We can draw
that as long as all speciesare within our energy per charge some qualitative conclusionsabout the probable ionization
range and reasonablysupersonic,then
statespresentin this spectrumas follows.The peak at 8 could

• I•=eA•V• • N•Z•*
j

(14)

1979
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and thus

Y.
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J

Provided that we have an estimate of V, from other sources,
we can estimateN+, even though the individual peakscannot
be identified.

10-9
APPENDIX

POSITIVE

ION

SPECTRAL

B:

ANALYSIS--EXAMPLES

We first considerthe best examplesof our high-resolution

positiveionspectra.
Figure3 isa plotof measured
distribution
functionversusenergyper chargefor an M modetaken on
DOY 63 at 1537:35.1,near 19.8 R•. The spectrumshownis

from a 20-minperiodin whichthe plasmadensitywashigh

•

ii

i

[

i

i

02+' S3+' 07
COMOVING
SOTHERMAL

enoughand temperatureslow enoughthat the M mode flux is

well
above
thenoise
level
formost
channels
and
alldominant
specieswithin the energy per charge scan of the instrument
are resolved.We analyzethis spectrumby utilizing a setof as-

sumptionsand then checkingthesefor consistency.
We as-

sumethattheplasmais multicomponent
in nature,andwe
further assumethat each componentis well representedby a
convected,isotropicMaxwellian distribution function. Since
the convectivevelocityis expectedto be almostantiparallelto

the(outwardly
directed)
normal
oftheDsensor
and
themag-

netic field is nearly perpendicularto the normal, we assume
that the specieshave a commonvelocitycomponent(i.e., they
are 'comoving') into the sensor.In general, there could be
field-aligned differential streaming among the components,
but this shouldbe a negligibleeffectfor spectrameasuredwith

I

i

i

I

i

u

l

0e'•,S•'• , 0
COMOVING

INDEPENDENT
TEMPE RATURE S

theD cup.

As there are ample sourcesof hydrogenin the Jupiter environment and the lowest massto charge ratio is that for H +, we
assumethat the peak at the lowestenergyper chargein Figure
3 is due to H +. Various ions of oxygen and suffur have been

identified
intheJovian
magnetosphere.
Broadfoot
etal.[1979]
report that the dominant emitting speciesin the Io torus are
S2+, S3+, and 0 2+. The Plasma Scienceinstrument has observedspecieswith massto chargeratios of 1, 8, 1•, 16, 23,
32, and 64 [Bridgeet al., 1979a,b; SullivanandBagenal,1979].
0
1500
3000
4500
Sullivanand Bagenal[1979]have noted that suchratios result
ENERGY/
CHARGE
(VOLTS)
from protons,oxygen,sulfur, sodium,and sulfur dioxide.FigFig. 24. Fits to the M mode spectrumshown in Figure 3. Only
ure 3 showssomeof thesecharacteristicpeaks.
that part of the spectrumusedin the fit is shown.The individual MaxAs a guide to the interpretationof this spectrum,we list in wellians are shownby thin lines, and their summedcontributionsin
Table 1 the ionizationpotentialsof variousionswhich may be each channel are shown by crosses.
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be dueeitherto O2+or to 84+øThe presenceof 84+requiresionizing energiesof 47 eV. However, there is no indication of

both). In the fit quoted above, a comparisonof the various
temperaturesand temperaturesper ainu showsthat both of
the presentof significantamountsof 0 3+ at 5«, which re- thesequantitiesvary from componentto component.Assumquiresionizingenergies
of 55 eV. In addition,thepeakat 1• ing that thepeakat 8 is all O•-+andthepeakat 1• is all S3+,it
is almostcertainlyS3+,whichrequiresionizingenergiesof 35 appearsthat the thermal speed,rather than the temperature,
eV. Theseconsiderationssuggestthat in its past, the observed tendsto be the samefor eachof theseheavyion components.
plasmapopulationwas exposedto someionizationmecha- This is consistent
with ionizationand pickupby the magnetic
nism of at least 35 eV in characteristicenergy but not as large field of a collisionless
plasma [Bagenaland Sullivan,this isas 55 eV. On this basisthe peak at massto chargeof 8 is most sue].However, the thermal speedof the 16 peak is somewhat
likely 0 2+and not S4+,and we assumethe formeridentifica- low.
tion in the analysisof the data. The peak at 16 is more of a
For comparison,we have also fit this portion of the specproblem. Considerationof ionization energiesand the fact trum assumingcomovingO•-+,S3+,and O+ at a commontemthat thereis a significantamountof 0 2+ and S3+would sug- perature (a five-parameterfit). The fit currentsare shown in
gestthat the signalis mostprobablydue to sulfur,with most the middlepanel of Figure23. The commonvelocityis again
of the oxygenin the doublyionizedstate.However,this is not 195 km/s, with a commontemperatureof 13.5 eV. The indinecessarilytrue, as discussedin more detail by Bagenaland vidual number densitiesare 0.15, 0.11, and 1.02 cm-3, with
Sullivan[this issue]and McNutt [1980].
values of N+ and NM of 1.65 cm-3 and 22.3 amu/cm 3.
To put the analysisof this spectrumon a more quantitative
We have alsofit the spectrumassumingcomoving0'% S3+,
basis,we have fit various parts of the spectrum in Figure 3 and S'•+at a commontemperature.
The fit currentsare shown
with eleven different setsof assumptions.These and other fits in the top panel of Figure 23. The commonvelocity is 195
to resolvedM mode spectraare discussedat length by McNutt km/s, with a commontemperatureof 22.2 eV. The individual
[1980], and we report only the most pertinentresultshere. densitiesare 0.17, 0.12, and 0.49 cm-3, with valuesof N+ and
Sincethe peaksat 8, 1•, and 16 are well definedand domi- NM of 1.68 cm-3 and 22.2 amu/cm 3.
nant, we first assumethat this part of the spectrumis due to
From these and other fits to the dominant ion peaks at 8,
three comoving,isotropicMaxwellians, each with an inde- 10], and 16 we concludethat neither the assumptionof compendenttemperatureand density(a seven-parameter
fit). We mon thermal speednor that of common temperature is an achave assumeda compositionof O2+, S3+, and 0% although curate descriptionof the heavy ions. Although the temperthe 16peakcouldaswell be S2+or (asis likely)a combination ature estimates vary by factors of 2-3 from one case to
of O+ and S2+ with different thermal speeds.In the bottom another,it is important to note that the commonvelocity companelof Figure24 we showthe fit currents.Only that part of ponent and the valuesof N+ and N• for theseions are almost
the spectrumusedin the fit is shown.The individual Max- totally unaffectedby the different assumptions,as we would
welliansare shownby thin lines,and their summedcontribu- expectfrom the discussionin Appendix A.
tion in each channelis shownby crosses.The commonvelocIonic specieswith larger massto charge ratios than 16 also
ity is 195km/s. The fit temperatures
of 02%S3+,and O+ are contributeto the inertia of the plasma,notably Na + at 23 and
16, 36, and 10 eV, respectively,with numberdensitiesof 0.14, S+ at 32. Usually S+ is aboveour energyper chargerange out0.15, and 0.95 cm-3. The value of the total chargedensityN+ side of •-10 R•, althoughit appearsin a few M mode spectra
for thesethree speciesis 1.67protoncharges/cm3, and the (for example,the spectrumat 1550UT on DOY 63, as shown
valueof the massdensityN•4 is 22.2 amu/cm3.
in the works by Sullivanand Bagenal [1979] and Belcheret al.
Theiontemperature
isprobably
themostill-defined
quan- [1980]). Estimatesof the densitiesof Na + in the spectrumof
tity in thisfit, sinceit is dependentupon the completedefini- Figure 3 and of S+ in the 1550 UT spectrumindicate that
tion of the peaks(i.e., is the peakat 16 due to O+ or S2+or thesespeciescontributeat most20% to the total inertia of the
positiveions. We, of course,expectmost of the sulfur to appear as S'+ and S3+,in any case.
We have alsofit an independentMaxwellJanto the H + peak
in Figure 3, obtaininga numberdensityof 0.19 cm-3 and a
temperatureof 9.4 eV. The H + ions thus constitutelessthan
15% of the total charge density and lessthan 1% of the total
massdensity.The H + thermal speedis far higher than that of
the heavy ions, leading to an H + temperaturewhich is comparable to that of O+. This is typical of thosefew spectrain
which simultaneousbut independentH + and O+ fits to the M
mode spectraare possible.The value of Vnfor H + from the fit
is 183 km/s, significantlydifferent from the 195 km/s exhibited by the heavy ions.This differencecouldbe due to a positive spacecraftpotential of the order of 20 V, as discussedin
the main text. However, it could also be due to time aliasing,
sincevariations in Vnof 20 km/s from one M mode spectrum
to the next are not uncommon.

It should be remembered

that

the spectrumin Figure 3 is a compositeand that the measurements below 400 V, which define the H + peak, are taken 96 s
Fig. 25. A plot of the flux densityof positiveion chargeas mea- earlier than the measurements above 400 V, which define the
suredin the D sensor(M mode)between1300and 1715UT on DOY
63, 1979.The flux densityhasbeennormalizedto the largestvalue seen heavy peaks. The time of the spectrumis associatedwith the

in the entiretimeperiod.The maximumis 3.4 x 106protoncharges measurementsof the heavy peaks.For reference,we note that
the value of N+ obtained from the total flux density of this
per squarecentimeterper second.
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L-MODE

SPLINE

26, wherewe showa splinefit representation
for the L mode
data in the sameperiodas that shownin Figure25. To em-

phasizethe H + signal,we haveplotteddistributionfunction
versus channel number, both on a linear scale.

In Figure4 we have shownthe L modespectrumtaken 1
rain after the M modespectrumof Figure 3. Here the lack of
resolutionof the heavyionsis apparent.The protons,how-

ever,remainas a resolvedseparatepeak. Frequently,the L
mode spectrashow such a signature,even when the Mach

numberislow.In thisexample
thefactthatthe 16peakisseparatedfromthe othersin theM modeis clearlyreflected
in the
peak in the fourteenth channel of the L mode. In other cases

wheretheM modespectra
areunresolved,
the corresponding
L modedataexhibittwo smoothpeaks,onefromprotonsand
the other from heavy ions.
The L modespectranevercontainenoughinformationto
Fig. 26. A plot of the positiveion distributionfunction as measuredin the D sensor(L mode)between1300and 1715UT on DOY

63.The 16L modechannels
havebeenfit by a 128-channel
splinefor a
clearer display of the data. The distribution function has been nor-

malizedto the largestvaluein the time period.

allow an unambiguous
fit to the heavyion 'peak.'Even assumingthe samevelocitycomponentfor all speciesand the
sametemperaturefor the major contributors(O2+, S•+, and

O+ or S2+),we areleft withtoomanyfreeparameters
for the
fittingprocedure
to produce
reasonable
results.
By assuming
only two heavy species,however,we can obtain useful information. For example,considera seriesof fits to the L mode

spectrum,
asdescribed
above,is 2.0 cm-3. The adjacentelec- spectrumshownin Figure 4. This spectrumshouldyield
trondensityobtainedby Scudder
et aL [thisissue]at 1538UT plasma parameters close to those found in our detailed M
is 1.6 cm-L
modeanalysisdiscussed
above,althoughasFigures25 and 26
In Figure25 weshowspectral
datawhichincludea plasma show,therecan be greatvariabilityon a time scaleof 1 min.
sheetcrossing
and the M modespectra
just discussed
(1537 To limit the number of fit parameters,we have assumeda
and 1550UT on DOY 63). The figureshowsa 4 hour and 15 commonbulk velocitycomponent
and a commontempermin run of M mode spectrafrom 1300to 1715UT as mea- aturefor the heavyion species,
with an independent
tempersuredin the D cup on Voyager1 inbound.The spectraare ature for H +.
plotted as flux densityversuschannelnumber.The flux denIn thebottompanelof Figure27 weshowa fit assuming
a
sityhasbeennormalized
to thelargestvalueseenduringthe composition
of H+, S•+, and O+. This fit yieldsa common
entire time period, and the channelnumberscaleis linear and speedof 184kin/s,an H+ temperature
of 12eV, anda heavy
hasbeenlabeledwithtickmarksattheappropriate
energy
per ion temperatureof 43 eV. The individual number densitiesare
chargevalues.It shouldbe notedherethatthe flux density 0.23,0.14,and 1.14,respectively,
yieldinga valueof N+ of 1.8
scaleis linear,whiletheindividualspectral
plotsaredistribu- cm-• anda valueof N•t of 23.1amu/cm
•. In thecenterpanel
tion functions
plottedon a logarithmic
scale.Also,a plot of we showa fit assuminga compositionof H +, 0 2+, and S2+.
distribution
functiontendsto emphasize
the H+ compared
to The commonspeedis 183kin/s,theH+ temperature
is 12eV,
theheavyions,whilea plotof fluxdensity
tendsto emphasizeand the heavyion temperatureis 95 eV. The numberdensities
the heavy ions.
are 0.23,0.23,and 0.65,leadingto valuesof N+ andN•t of 2.0
The figuregivesa goodrepresentation
of thevariabilityof cm-3 and24.9amu/cmLIn thetoppanelweshowa fit assumthedata.Thepeakat 16in the 1537UT spectrum
isthehigh- inga composition
of H+, S•+, andS2+.Thecommon
speedis
estpeakin the figure.While individualspectrashowpeaks 177kin/s, the H+ temperature
is 20 eV, and the heavyion
which look well definedand MaxwellJan,variationsin all the

temperature is 199 eV. The individual number densities are

fit parameters
fromspectrum
to spectrum
canbe significant. 0.28, 0.07, and 0.79, leadingto valuesof N+ and N•t of 2.0
In this time period, density increasesassociatedwith the

cm-• and 27.6 amu/cm•.

plasmasheetcanbeseencentered
around1345and 1550UT,
It is clearfromfitsto thedatadepictedin Figures24 and 27
whilethemagneticfieldminimum(indicativeof the centerof that the assumption
of only two heavyion species
in the L
thecurrentsheet)occurs
at about1400UT [Ness
etal., 1979a]. modeanalysis
drivesup thefit temperature
of theheavyions
The heavyionsoccupythe energyper chargerangeof 1000-- to well above the true values. The fit tries to accountfor fluxes
6000 V. The H + signalsoccurat about 100V, and in the se- dueto differentA/Z* valuesthanthoseassumed
by increasquenceshown,onlythreespectrashowH+ signals
prominen- ing the temperature
of the assumed
species.
Attemptsto fit
tly abovethenoiselevel.Thisis a typicalproblemwiththe H+ morethantwo heavyion species
typicallyresultsin oneof the
signalin theM modedata.It isreadilyapparent
fromFigure densitiesbeing driven negative.This occursbecausethe den25 that manyof the M modespectraarein the noiseand can- sitiesare not constrainedto be positiveand the information
not be fit. The situationis verydifferentin the adjacentL contentof the L modespectrais low.However,in lightof the
modespectra.
Sincethechannel
widthsin energypercharge M modeanalysisof the 1537UT spectrum,the fits to the L
are a factorof 8 largerthan thoseof the M mode,there is a

mode assumingtwo heavy ions do give us reasonableesti-

gainin thesignal-to-noise
ratio,thusimproving
theH+ signal. matesof the total massand chargedensities,aswell asthe H +
At the sametime,the energyper chargeresolution
decreases,temperature,
whichis a reasonable
indicatorof the heavyion
sothattheplasmaparameters
for theionicspecies
otherthan temperatures.
The bestagreement
with the M modeparame-

H+ aremoreuncertain.
Thesituation
is illustrated
in Figure ters comesfrom the assumptionof H +, S3+, and O+ for the
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